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COPAPHIL NEWS

New Members (thru 31 July)
112 Harry Matasar
Box 3022

111 Robert L. Sheck

Munster IN
Devon PA

Box 884

46321
19333

USA
USA

30007
Omaha NE
68123
Santa Monica CA
90405
Stanford CA
94305
Massapequa Park NY 11762
Webster TX
77598

USA
USA
USA
USA

Resignation
C97 John Fosberry
Changes of Address
C12 Jerrold I Bcdoff
C86 Michael J. Fairlie
C27 James A Faught
C49 Elizabeth Krakauer
C67 Alex Rendon
C83 Dr. Gary B. Weiss

Box 70882
3713 Lynnwood Dr.
2041 Euclid Apt 16
Box 3047
Box 323
450 Blossom St

Marietta GA

USA

USA

Mr. Sheck specializes in SCADTA issues. Mr. Matasar is a specialized dealer
in Latin American stamps.
Our third membership year has now begun. Response to the dues notice has been
very good with 68 renewals received prior to 22 July. Reminder notices are being
mailed with this issue for those members whose renewal has not been received.
Please respond pronptly. Those members who do not respond will be dropped for
non-payment as of 22 October.
Volume II of COPACARTA is being entered in the literature cut ', tition of
CHICAGOPEX 85. It is planned to enter Volume III in the literature competition of
AMERIPEX.
We have received confirmation from the A.P.S. for our regional meeting at
STaMps904 85 to be held in the Convention Center, 202 "C" Street, San Diego,
California. One of the show highlights will be the Colombian exhibit of member,
Alex Rendon which is entered in the A.P.S. thamoion of Champions competition. The
two hour meeting is scheduled for 11:00 A.M. on Sunday, August 23d.
TREASURER'S REPORT

BALANCE SHEtT - 22 July 1985
ASSETS
Cash In Bank
Petty Cash
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
Prepaid Dues
MEAL
NET WDRIT1

INCOME STATEMENT 1984-1985

1025.00
28.37
1053.37
394.00
394.00
659.37

INCOME
Dues
621.00
Contributions
217.25
Auction
133.80
Back Issue Sales 47.25
Interest
32.82
COPACARTA Ads
9.50
TOTAL
1061.62
EXPENSE
Printing
335.97
Postage
245.57
Supplies 42.17
Convention Expense 20.00
643.71
TOTAL
EXCESS OF INCOME OVER ExPENSE 417.91
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

'ere have been several developments affecting our groups since the May issue
of COPACARTA - all good. First, we have received confirmation of our lounge for
AMERIPEX. Second, we have been assigned dates for two meetings at AMNRTPEX Sunday, May 25 1986 and Friday, May 30, 1986. We will designate the Kay 25 date for
our annual meeting. We will be arranging programs for these dates and should
shortly be hearing more about dates we will be given to present public crograms. I
hope many of you will be able to attend either or both of these get-togethers. It
will be an unusual opportunity to meet other minters fran here and abroad. I want
to thank the many of you who have contributed so generously taaards the cost of our
lounge for AMERIPEX. We have already received $187.00 towards our expenses. Any
monies received over the cost of the lounge will go towards maximizing our
participation in the shoe/.

Third, we have reached a major milestone - as we mark our second anniversary,
we have applied for A.P.S. affiliate status. Our application is in order and will
be presented to the A.P.S. Board of Directors at their simmer meeting. I expect we
will have A.P.S. affiliate status by the end of summer.
Also, I am pleased to announce the appointment of a new auction manager Haward Prune. In the conning weeks we will finalize a date for the next auction and
I expect that a call for consignments will be included in the next issue of
COPACARTA. Please wait for the formal announcement and details for consignors
before sending anything.
Last, but not least, I would like to extend my best wishes on behalf of
COPAPHIL to Bill Welch, one of our charter members, on his selection as editor of
the American Philatelist. As editor of the journal of the largest philatelic
organization in the world, he will have a major and I am sure a positive impact on
our hobby. Likewise, he has expressed his willingness to help us in any way he can.
Debby Friedman

* Largest stock of Colombia
• Want-lists filled

* Periodic illustrated offers
* We accept personal cheques
Please write to

Filatolia ceCOLOMB/A»
apartado 53404, Cogotc;.
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FERRONI CORRESPONDENCE

by Jim Cross
One of the most cannon sources of Colombian cautercial covers and postal
stationery in the early years of the republic is the J. & H. Ferroni Company of
Bogota. This is due in part to the fact that the Ferroni Cosoany dealt in postage
stamps and collectors receiving this correspondence were more likely to preserve it
than ordinary recipients of caesercial mail. Also the firm aggressively advertised
its services to collectors in all parts of the world.
Figure 1 reproduces a Ferroni Company advertisenent which is printed on a
Colenbian Post Card, Higgins & Gage #13a. This card was probably mailed about the
1st of March 1892, although there is no Bogota postmatsk and is addressed to Riga,
Russia, 'There is a Barranquilla transit mark dated 16 March 1892 in violet on the
reverse and the postmark of the French Paquebot Service, Ligne 0, PAQ FR. No. 3 on
the front dated 25 March 1892. There is an indistinct Russian receiving mark of 17
April. The text of the card is in French and reads as follows:
"J. & H. Ferroni & Co. Telegraphic Address "FRAFER". Bogota, date of
postmark.
M. M.
Since you are a collector of postage stamps, permit us to offer our services,
We have a large stack of stamps of Colombia and its Departments, as well as of
Central and South America and the Antilles which we sell at very moderate prices.
We also have a magnificent selection of old and rare stamps of these countries
which we will send you on approval sheets.
We also make exchanges and will give stales, post cards, certificates of value
of Colombia and its departments, Antioquia, Bolivar, Cundinamarca, Panama,
Santander, Iblima and fron Central America and South America and the Antilles for
stamps, cards, wrappers, envelopes and everything postal in general from all
countries. Only we do not wish to receive in exchange current stamps of Europe
which we have in good supply and which we will only accept if they are old and
unctntaon issues.

If you wish to send us your orders for the purchase of stamps of these
countries or you send by registered letter a nice selection of good stamps of your
country or of others, you may count on our Lest efforts to give you satisfaction.
If there is a new issue of stamps in your country, please send it.
We will be delighted to have an agreeable series of dealings and we extend you
our best wishes."
Certainly this is quite a remarkable notice especially for the nineteenth
century. We can only speculate on the response that it generated, since covers
addressed to the Ferroni Ccmpany are much scarcer than outgoing correspondence,
indicating no doubt that incoming covers were not saved. The postal historian will
note that the Ferroni company in 1892 does not advertise departmental issues of
Cauca, a useful bit of contemporary evidence for questioning the catalog listings,
such as Scott 1-5.
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In 1890 Colombia issued
special stamped envelopes inscribed
Servicio Postal Ferree and Servicio
Postal Fluvial. Presumably these
envelopes were designed to be used
by the railway postal service on the
Pacific Railway from Cali to
Buenaventura and on the waterway
postal service on the Magdalena
River. Three types of railway
postal service envelopes were
issued, while there were two types
of waterway service envelopes.
These come in two sizes and several
paper colors, a total of 17
varieties are listed in Higgins &
Gage. Usage of these envelopes is
quite scarce, and the prices for
used copies of the 1890-99 issues
range frcrn 5-15 times the price of
unused stationery.

1. & II. FERRONI &

AldUlti:AEl g i.PAROOHIQUI! Y
BOGOTA. date do tin nIrre

Af; .ou,
..Carhane cur VIUIS vont Avulses de limbo Is-posle, nails: .
nines permellons de Iv:Ls ern. NOS services. - ...' 14;*
Nous owns des larger sloths de linobrer de Coloonhie el .;
delsortements,ainsi grey d'And •igue Centrak thin Sweet
tees A nlillts,que nails rent/tins d conditions lois marries.
Encereavono nous WI magni. fique Max dr limbreSain .,.
t iros el rarrs de ref pays, vat sans enr0y4MS en fertilles
en Viso obatIon.

.•

Nous faisons aussi des /chatters Cl donnons limb Ter,
carter postairs, crrtificals de virieur de Calombie el ses
de/stork...neat!, Anlioquia, Bolivar, Cundinamarea, BI?towel, Santander, Tolima, et de 1'..4atirigue Central"
et du Sad el des A nhars, rank( timbres, cartes, bander,
rintelphses el Mute (barn itook to aniral tie toul ;says.
Seukment Bons n'aiontA,stis Prepvir en /change tim- 1
oTor
bres couramos d'Euroise,3donporti ‘711a tors Iris isons
el les acceptant realem ni r.1. 1481 dy nissions anriennrs
et }sets conutner.
sdrrJ caret pour Parka,
1, 1.*Sd en
SiV
des timbres de re1 tap' Pet rah' elsor Inure charge
mss jolt envoi de beaux timbres soil de vats? Au; snit d'
autres, rant !knives romper Jur nos weilleotrs saint four
Vpirs kisser salisfitils.
Si dans valve pays an met der rian •ealex timbres,
10ekiller, S. V. P., 'IOUS en rewriter.
Notts sextons charoor's de tonvoir follower avec vans
note seri,- tie orlolions agriables el vans tresentons
SiTififf'S bier( devonies.
OIS

Used stationery which bears
postal markings indicating actual
use on the railway or waterway
service is extremely scarce.
However, apparently postal
regulations permitted the use of
this stationery as an ordinary
stamped envelope. Major users were
stamp dealers including A. Rincon,
Focion Soto and the Ferroni Co.
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In many instances the additional stamps have been removed from the cover, damaging
its value to the postal historian, since removing the stamps has destroyed same of
the postal markings as well as giving the cover an unsightly appearance.

4

Surviving covers indicate that the majority of the outgoing correspondence of
the Ferroni Co. was mailed using the special stamped envelopes, most with stamps
added to defray the added cost of overweight letters and registration. The cover
4
illustrated on page 1 is one of the more unusual covers from this correspondence.
The reverse of the cover is illustrated in Figure 2 below. Additional postage is
defrayed by a one centavo stamp and 2 two centavos stamps of the 1892 issue, plus a
10 centavos registration stamp. The letter contains the handstamped marking of the
Ferroni Company at the upper left. The stamps on the reverse are cancelled by a
Bogota datestamp of Feb 20, 1893. The registration stamp bears the number 399.
-A
However, an additional registration number, 670, was added in Barranquilla,
alongside the handstamped Barranquilla R at the upper left. There is a Barranquilla
Transit marking of 1 mar 93 on the reverse and the paquebot marking, COLON A ST
NAZAIRE L.A. No 2 dated 7 MAR 93. There are no further transit markings until
arrival in Persia, probably indicating that the letter travelled in a closed pouch
during transit. The Persian transit marking of Tabriz (with illegible date)
indicates that the letter was received overland, most probably via the Black Sea and
Russia. Overland travel via Turkey in the period was limited. Both registration
numbers were translated into Arabic script, upper left front above the number 670,
along with the address, Kan, to the right of the stamp.
Recent events in Iran and the activities of the Ayatollah Khomeini have helped
to make all of us familiar with the town of Qan, spelled Kan on the cover. It is
located about 70 miles south of Teheran on a low plateau at the western edge of the
Great Salt Desert. It is one of the two sacred religious toms in Iran, the site of
a famous mosque with a gilded dome. When we visited it in 1975, foreigners were
only permitted near the mosque with special permission and there were no overnight
acccmodations for westerners. An Englishman such as the addressee, W. M. North,
could only have stayed in Qan long enough to receive mail with special permission of
the government. I know of no other surviving 19th century cover from Colombia to
Persia. Certainly, it is unlikely that there are any other covers to Qom.
.

Figure 2 - Reverse of letter to Kam, Persia
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS OF PANAMA, 1876-1908
by Lawson P. Entwistle and Dr. Ernesto Arosemena N.

Since the appearance of the first installment of this article in the February
1985 ODPACARTA we are pleased to acknowledge that additional information has been
received from Debby Friedman • Jim Cross, Ray Ireson, Bob Mitchell Jr., and Jim
Helme. These data concern chiefly Colon markings and will be published after the
Panama data. We greatly appreciate the assistance. This installment cxii[L]lletes the
Colon markings and includes all regular postal cancelations used in the city of
Panama. Transit, registration and miscellaneous markings of Panama will be included
in the next installment.
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fig. 51
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FROM THE EDI1CR'S MAILBAG

T00 additional IA tunications were received since the last issue on the
subject of official seals. Both relate to postal markings added by official seals.
The first is submitted by Brian Moorhouse. It shows the use of a seal on the front
and reverse of a cover to indicate that it was received unsealed in the Post office.
The seal reads "Llego con el sobre despegado." Incidentally the cover shows the
use of a bisected 2 centavos stamp to make up the 5 centavos rate.

1,100 con el, sobre despegat:o
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The second is from Debby Friedman relative to the use of the postal seal
illustrated in the letter from Rodrigo Jaramillo in the previous issue, page 63.
She writes: "The attached photos indicate another use of the other type of seal
shoran last time. This is a very different use than the air mail use which was for
"officially sealed mail," usually damaged or opened for sane reason. This type is
for certified correspondence. Its most frequent use was to seal the seams of the
"Valor Declarado" envelopes used to send cash. This was the service that eventually
replaced the cubiertas after a gap of several years. Typically sealing wax was used
on most of these covers. the photos shave use of five seals on the reverse of the
envelope.
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Mailing A Letter in Cartallo
by Harry A. Franck

Editor's Note: This article is extracted from the book, "Vagabonding Down ME
Andes, Being the Narrative of a Journey, Chiefly Afoot, from Panama to Buenos Aires'
by the author, published by Garden City Publishing co., Garden City N.Y. 1917. I an
reprinting it at the suggestion of Sill Welch. It is an interesting cammentary on
the relaxed lifestyle of the period and also of the impatience of the typical
"gringo" traveller confronted by this lifestyle.
. . . If my knowledge of Cartago is meager, it is because I spent most of me
days in mailing a notebook. The post-office was the lower story of a coepressedenue
building cornering on the plaza. When I first made my appearance, its heavy wooden
doors, studded with immense spike-heads, were securely bolted.
"Is the correo closed to-day?" I asked a lounger-by.
"Si, senor, the mails only cams in yesterday, but you can knock and perhaps."
Knocking brought no result. An hour or more later I tried again, with no
better luck. Early the next afternoon, however, I found my way in by an inner door
of the patio, though the place was still officially closed.
The two roams looked much like a garret of long standing, but by no means like
a post office. Scattered everywhere, over floor and baked-mud window seats, on
decrepit chairs and crippled tables, lay fat mail-bags, all stout and new, from the
chief countries of the globe. The outgoing Columbian correspondence was already
packed in aged grainsacks. Pieces of mail of all sizes lay tumbled and littered
over the entire two roans. Fully half of it was from the United States,
particularly pamphlets and packages from patent medicine houses. Dour middle-aged
men, dressed in great dignity and in Cartago's most correct attire, with gloves and
canes on chairs beside them, were seated around a table, smoking cigarettes. I
handed one of them the wrapped notebook. It passed slowly frcm hand to hand, each
feeling it over, not so much out of curiosity, though that was by no means lacking,
as absent-mindedly striving to bring his attention down to it. Then all four fell
to perusing a Postal Union rate-sheet, but found everything exceot the information
needed. Finally one rose and referred the matter respectfully to a man, evidently a
superior, seated in state at a corner table. The rate was found to be one peso for
each fifty grams. The official turned back and wandered for same time at random
about the two roans, fingering the parcel over and over and scratching his head in a
vain effort to recall what he had set out to find.
He discovered it at last, —an ancient postal-scales—tried it, found it too
small, tried another, and spent an ample five minutes juggling with the odds and
ends that served as weights before he eratiputed the balance. Then he drifted
languidly back to his oenpanions in inefficiency, opened his mouth to speak, closed
it again, and rambled once more across the roan to the scales. He had forgotten the
weight! This time he took no chances, but announced the figures aloud and wrote
then on the parcel,—"320 grams." Those who do not know the South American will
have difficulty in believing that the division of this by fifty, without troubling
for fractions, presented a real problem. All four began pencilling long lines of
figures on as many sheets of paper. Several minutes passed before one of them
ventured to show his result. The others compared, and amid a sage shaking of heads
one announced solemnly, "Seven cents, senor," while the rest gazed dreamily at me
out of the tops of their eyes, as if wondering whether I should weather the shock of
so great an expense.
-11-
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"And registered, seventeen cents?" I added; for I did not care to have the
parcel lie for a month or two about the earth floor of Cartago's post-office, or
find its final resting-place in the back yard. When the suggestion had penetrated,
one of the quartet sat down to enter the grave transaction in a large ledger. I
still needed a bar,-cent stamp. The oldest of the four shuffled to the opposite side
of the table, sat dawn, adjusted his legs, and slowly pulled out a drawer stuffed
with every manner of rubbish, -- tobacco, rolled cigarettes, half-empty phials of
patent medicine, everything that may cane by mail, -- and finally dug up a battered
pasteboard box that had once held No. 60 American thread. From this he fished out a
small sheet of two-peso stamps, carefully tore one off at the perforation, first on
one side, then on the other, put the sheet back in the thread-box, the thread-box
back in the drawer, carefully closed the latter, and handed me the stamp. I tossed
before him a silver ten-cent piece. He opened the drawer again, clawed out of a far
corner a wad of those ragged, germ-infested one-cent bills indigenous to Colombia,
laid out eight of them, counted them a second time, sat staring at them a long
minute while his attention went on furlough, asked one of his colleagues to count
them, which the latter did twice at the same vertiginous speed, and finally pushed
them toward me with a hesitative movement, as if he were sure he was losing
sornwhere in the transaction, but could not exactly figure where.
Meaaahile, he of the ledger rose from dotting the last "i" of an entry that
stretched in nicely shaded copybook letters entirely across the double page, begged
me to do him the honor to be seated, dipped the clumsy steel pen into the dusty
inkaell, and with a wealth of politeness, requested me to sign. When I had done so,
he gazed long and dreamily at the signature, longer still at space in general and
finally put the parcel carefully away in a drawer with neither stamp nor mark of
identification upon it.
But," I protested, "Do you give no receipt for registered mail?"
Great excitement arose among the officials and the half-dozen persons waiting
ostensibly to buy a one-cent stamp. A long conference ensued.
"It is, senor," said the postmaster himself, rising and turning to me with
regal courtesy, "that no blank receipts have been sent from Bogota yet this, this
year. However. . . ."
He called aside the custodian of the precious ledger and gave him long
whispered instructions. This latter hunted up a sheet of foolscap, stamped it
carefully with the office seal, and wrote out with long legal flourishes -- for
penmanship is still an art in Colombia -- a receipt for the parcel. this he tore
off and carried across to the postmaster who, carefully preparing another pen,
signed it with his full name, not forgetting the elaborate rubrica beneath it. Then
He read it carefully over once more, seared dissatisfied with something, and finally
called the attention of the writer to the rough edge he had left in tearing off the
paper, instructing him to lay it under a ruler and trim it with a sharp knife. Tne
subordinate did so and I still have it in my possession.
7b one unacquainted with Latin-American ways the episode may seen overdrawn.
I have told it, however, without exaggeration. Fran the moment I handed over the
parcel until I emerged, receipt in hand, there had elapsed one hour and twenty
mintutes!
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SCADTA, THE TYPE II R
by Debby Frieaman

According to the letter from Eugenio Geteuer in the last issue of COPACARTA,
the Type II SCADTA registration handstamp on the 20 centavos 1921 issue is the
rarest of the three types of registration handstamps. Since it is so seldom seen
and has not been illustrated here before, shown here are both the stamp as it is
normally found with the "A" handstamp and a drawing of the R. As was indicated by
Gebauer, it is properly classified as a consular overprint. It is listed as A 12 in
the Germany section of the Gebauer-Londono catalog. The "R" handstamp is only found
in red.
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Cebauar further notes that this type of handstamp is not yet seen on cover.
Illustrated below from my collection is the only recorded usage of the Type II R.
It was sent from Germany and is cancelled in Barranquilla on July 26, 1923. The
balance of the franking indicates payment of a triple rate.
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PREGUNTAS

1. Pictured belay is a cover bearing Scott No. 104 used December 29, 1903 and
backstamped New York, N.Y., January 6, 1904. It bears the marking "CRISTOBAL CAMP /
U.S. ZONE handstamped in red in the upper left hand corner. It has been studied by
the American Philatelic Society Expertizing Service which issued certificate 56125
indicating it is a genuine commercial cover from Colon. They declined to
authenticate the marking. Can anyone provide information on the marking. Is it a
genuine contemporary (postal?) marking or a marking added later to enhance the value
of the cover. The cover was recently offered for sale by Novaphil Inc. Stamp
Auctions in Bellingham, WA.
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2. Dr. Jaws Helm' is preparing a series of articles on the 1887 issue of
Panama. Among his notes are =clients concerning the reprints of this issue
attributed to Luff and Heydon for which he has been unable to locate the source.
The notes quoted below. Anyone knowing the source is requested to contact Dr.
Helene. He will accept collect telephone calls after 12:00 noon at (615)-297-0058.
LUFP: "These stamps were brought to the United States by an enthusiastic
collector of (and something of-a speculator in) the stamps of the Colombian
Republic. Be had visited the country and placed its government under obligation.
11) show their appreciation he was given letter to the Postal FLepartment which
:rdered that every courtesy should be shown to him. I have been told by a reliable
gentleman that the original owner of these stamps admitted that they were reprints,
that he construed the official order for courtesies to mean that he might request
andy reprintings which he should desire and that this was an instance in which he
made such a request. On the other hand another reliable witness says that the
former owner of the stamps declared that they were not reprints. The latter witness
considers the stamps to be from unfinished sheets or printer's waste."
HEYDON: "Mere were brought to this country with the reprints others on
colored glazed surface-colored papers unknown in the originals. There is no doubt
that the speculator, by whom they were introduced, had acquired some stamps of very
questionable status. As they were found regularly perforated, imperforate, and
-14-
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partly perforate both ways, the theory of printer's waste is untenable and the fancy
perforation varieties were very probably made as an acconodation. It is not at all
likely that when the original issue was authorized trial printings were made far all
of the available varieties of paper and the sheets preserved in the official
records. As they were invalid for postage and of negligible utility they were
handed over to our speculative friend to do with as he chose. Tne lack of
resemblance to the originals makes it hardly likely that they were printed to order,
as foisting an entirely mythical issue on the market had never been a success and
the market for essays and proofs is a small one."

EXPRESO TOBON

by Debby Friedman

This private express service was founded in 1928 and lasted until 1940.
Service was between the Departments of Caldas, Valle, Cauca and Tolima free Bogota.
Tnis conpany had only one stamp issue. The 6 centavo stamp was printed in red and
orange by Mariano Ramos de Cali according to 'Triprano's 1984 "Catalago Historico
Filatelico". The example sham here is postmarked Feb. 18, 1928, a very early use
of the service. As with all of the express btatipanies, the national postage had to
be paid in addition to the company's charge.

FIL-PANAM
Box 2245
El Cajon, CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA
Jim 8 Luz Cross
(619)-561-4959
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THE MARKET REPORT

This market report will rather belatedly review the results of the auction of
the Gordon N. John Collection of Classic Colombia by Robert A. Siegel of New York on
14 November 1985. The 263 lots were made up only of the issues of 1861-1066, Scott
13-46 and included a member of unique pieces of classical Colombian philately, many
from the Newbury, Larsen, Caspary, Burros and Wickersham collections. Gross
realizations totaled $320,856.25.
Major items and prices realized included (** indicates unique item):
Tot 17 1861 2 1/2 strip of 3, used
$4500
Lot 23 1861 5c Reconstructed Mint Sheet. Includes 2 blocks of 24
** 29000
Lot 29 1861 Sc Horizontal pair on 1 of 10 known covers of this issue
2200
Lot 48 1861 5c & 10c on cover from Bogota to Ambalema
7750
Lot 74 1861 10c used strip of 3, largest known multiple
** 1900
Lot 75 1861 10c used on Honda to Bogota cover, one of two known
7750
** 13000
Lot 101 1861 20c & 5c on cover to Madrid. Only cover with 20c
Dot 114 1861 Larsen reconstruction of sheet of 1 Peso (11 mint/43 used) ** 3750
Lot 1.26 1862 10c used strip of four, largest known multiple
** 1850
** 7000
Lot 127 1862 10c used on cover, only recorded single usage on cover
Lot 130 1862 20c mint V.F., Scott 1985 $1600
4750
Lot 131 1862 20c mint F, ILR, Scott 1985 $1600
3750
Lot 140 1862 20c pair on piece with Bogota cancel
1050
Lot 141 1862 20c vertical strip of 3, largest known multiple
** 3500
Lot 142 1862 20c on cover. Finer of two covers known
10500
Lot 145 1862 50c Irregular mint block of 12, largest known multiple
** 4750
Lot 152 1862 50c block of 4 on piece cancelled Tunja
1550
Lot 153 1862 50c & 10c on cover. Only known combination usage
** 6500
Tot 162 1862 1P on bluish mint, extremely fine
2600
Lot 163 1852 19 on bluish mint pair, only known multiple
** 12500
Lot 174 1863 10c & 20c on cover Cali to Rionegro. Only combination cvr ** 2900
Lot 178 1863 20c mint block of 4 including sheet margin
1050
Lots 181-183 50c red transfer error used
3000-1600-2700
6250
Lot 184 1863 20c used on cover Bogota to Ambalema. Only two covers known
Tot 187 1863 10c on bluish mint block of 53. Largest know multiple
** 25000
lot 192 1863 50c vent. strip of 4 with se-tentaat pair of 2 types of 50 ** 1250
Lot 194 1863 50c & 20c on cover Natagaima to Bogota. Only cover of 50c ** 6000
Lot 198 1864 5c mint block of 5 with tete-beche pr and sideways stamp
** 2600
** 1550
Lot 200 1864 5c used block of 8 with 2 tete-bache pairs
Lot 201 1864 5c pair on Bogota to Anbalema cover. One of 2 known.
4750
Lot 208 1864 10c & 20e on Bogota to Buga cover. One of 2 combination covers 5250
Lot 209 1864 10c & 20c on Bogota to Anbalema cover " " "
"
2300
Lot 211 1864 mint corner block of 12, largest known multiple
** 2600
Lot 214 1864 20c on Bogota to Arribala-na cover.
2100
Lot 216 1864 50c milt sheet of 66. Only recorded sheet
** 6250
Lot 218 1864 50c w/1865 10c on Bogota to Cali cover. Only 50c on cover ** 5750
lot 231 1864 1P & 10c on Bogota to Valparaiso cover. Only 1P on cover ** 8500
2100
Lot 242 1865 10c & "A" & n R" registration stamps on cover to Neiva
Lot 248 1865 1P, 50c & 20c on wrapper Medellin to Neiva. Only 1P on cvr ** 4250
1550
Lot 250 1865 50c lge figures on cover Bogota to Cucuta. Two covers known
Lot 251 1865 50c sn figures mint block of 24 some creases & faults
1050
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In addition to the classic lots this sale featured a large selection of mint
and used stamps of the 1861-2 issues. The table below shows the percentage of
catalog value realized by VF and F lots as well as the number of stamps sold.
Scott #
Issue
1861 2 1/2c black 13
14
5c yellow
14a
5c buff
10c blue
16
17
20c red
1P red lilac 18
1862 10c blue
20c red
50c green
1P red lilac
1P on bluish

19
20
21
22
23

Mint Used
525
850
125
200
200
125
600
200
400
200
425
750
200
1600
200
475
3500

125
600
160
275
1500

VF-Mint
3 57%
2 65%
100%
2 77%
77%
2 95%
297%
2 80%
2 81%
74%

F-Mint VF-Used
2 49%
5 43%
3 43%
2 70%
10 49%
71% 15 40%
8 51%
53%
1 45%
75%
234%
3 53%
1 68%

3
5
4
2
3

48%
37%
51%
80%
71%

F-Used
5 1811
2 27%
9 27%
5 30%
3 40%
3 49%
1 25%
2 47%
1 30%

The table omits used copies of 18 with a Veles postmark, 14a with a
Carnecerias post-nark and 22 with a Tmesis manuscript cancel all of which realized
over catalog. In addition 6 average lots either with thins or creases realized
approximately 18% of catalog. Prices of VF used stamps of the 1861 issue averaged
below 50% of catalog value indicating that the catalog prices are perhaps a bit too
high. The realized price of Scott 16 may be sanewhat inflated since only one mint
lot was available. This sale indicates that the 20c stamp of the 1862 issue is the
most in demand mint stamp of the set and catalog values should probably be adjusted
accordingly.
The largest surprise to your editor was the price for the Larsen
reconstruction of the plata of the 1861 1 Peso. The stamps catalog $26425 and even
allowing for a few damaged items the $3750 realized seems to be less than the
wholesale value of the stamps if the plating were broke,: up.
CORRECTION: The price realized by the lot listed under Gebauer #38 in the
previous issue should be $78, rather than $781. It is suggested that you post the
corrected price to your copy to avoid future confusion.
FIRST FLIGHT, CRISTIMAL-CARTAGniA

Effective with the flight from Cristobal of June 21, 1929, a weekly service to
Cartagena and Barranquilla, Colombia and to Curacao, Dutch West Indies was
instituted. An official cachet was provided at Cristobal and was applied as well to
transit mail originating in Miami and sent forward by boat or by the connecting air
mail dispatch of June 19 or earlier dates. There was no return dispatch from
Colombia, but regular return service from Curacao was established with the flight of
June 23. The first dispatches fran the Republic of Panama to the new points on the
Curacao extension did not take place until July 8. A courtesy flight was made fran
Cartagena to Cristobal on June 24, 1929. Tne pilot was Frank Ormsbee. The above
information is extracted from the American Airmail Catalog, U.S. Foreign Contract
Air Mail Route No. 8. Catalog listing F5-18a indicates that sixteen pieces of mail
were carried on the Cristobal-Cartagena leg of the flight. One of the sixteen
covers is illustrated at the top of the next page. As indicated, there was no
return flight, but Colanbian postage was added to the letter which was probably
returned to the sender on the June 24th courtesy flight.
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SMCE FILL=
by Jim Cross

This issue is being published a bit earlier than usual in order that I
may give my attention to STeMpsHOW 85 where I hope to see many of my friends.
I am finally going to add a u4.-inter to my home computer next month, freeing
myself from dependency on the local adult school.
A nunber of our recent inquiries have come from Colombian airmail
collectors. Thus far not too many articles on the SCADTA era have been
submitted, but we would be happy to have more.
We took a booth at the local monthly bourse this month. Attendance
was very poor, but I did get a chance to talk to our menber Clyde ttclwell
who also had a booth at the bourse. The result is the illustration of the
first flight cover which appears above, one of a nunber that Clyde has
available. Ne could also use articles on some of these early airmail flights
including background on the planes and pilots and contuvvrary information
about the flights.
CLASSIFIED

AD RATES: Classified per line.
Business cards.

One Insertion $ .50 Four Insertions $1.50.
One Insertion $1.50 Four Insertions $5.00.

Latin
WANTED: REVENUES, revenue stamped paper and documents with revenues.
American, U.S. and worldwide needed. Sni p insured with asking price or for
(III-2)
cash offer. W.G. Krenper, Box 693, Bartow FL 33830
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ALL ARTICLES APPEARING IN THIS JOURNAL MAY BE REPRINTED OR SUMMARIZED
PROVIDING THAT CREDIT IS GIVEN TO COPACARTA AND THE AUTHOR
IN THIS ISSUE
An Unreported Official Cubierta by Jim Cross
COPAPHIL NEWS
FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
A Renort from STaMpsHOW 85 by Jim Cross
The Postal Markings of Panama, 1878-1906 by Lawson P. Entwistle and
Dr. Ernesto Arosemena N. (Continued)
The Introduction of the UPU International Reply Coupon in Colombia
by Deborah Friedman
Revised COPAPHIL Auction Rules for Consignors
First Flight, Colon-David, May 22-23, 1929
A Newly Discovered Colombian Red Cross Stam p by Larry Crain
A 1939 "Provisional" Red Cross Stamp by Eric Harris
FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG
Control Marks on the Cartagena Provisional Issues of August 1901
Use the Colombian Airmails - Part 3, Agencies in Austria, Belgium and
Fran!e by Eric Harris
MARKET REPORT
SPACE FILLERS
CLASSIFIED ADS

AN

19
20
21
22
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
33

35
36
36

UNREPORTED OFFICIAL CUBIERTA
by Jim Cross

Illustrated is a used Official Cubierta which is not illustrated in Higgins &
Gage or in Collin & Calman. For details see the SPACE FILLERS column.
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COPAPHIL NEWS
New Members (thru 31 October)
113 George Alevizos
2716 Ocean Pk Blvd
116 George C. Mayer
462 Auburndale Ave
114 Vitautas Stasiukynas Apartado 90772
115 Felipe Toro
Ap artado 4337
Changes of Address
C47 David A. King
C76 Lyn Soeder

Santa Monica CA
Akron OH
Bogota
Bogota

3529 Angus Valley Tr Ellicott. City MD
Rt 1 Box 42
Todd NC

90405
44313

USA
USA
Colombia
Colombia

21043
28684

USA
USA

Mr. Mayer specializes in SCADTA issues. Mr. Alevizos has operated a stamp

business for many years. Sr. Toro and Sr. Stasiukynas are distinguished collectors
of Colombia and leading members of the Club Filatelico de Bogota.
COPAPHIL held a regional meeting August 31 at BALPEX 85. Seven members were
at the show, however for the program 5 members and 2 guests were present. Debbie
Friedman presented a talk on "Colombia, A Look at the Back of the Book" and
David Leeds spoke on "Panama, Some Interesting Items". Bill Welch and. David Leeds
managed to attend both the San Diego and Baltimore meetings. Debbie Friedman
presented a second program at BALPEX on September 1 in association with the

convention of the American Revenue Association, "The Papel Sellado of Colombia."
This was attended by at least a dozen persons, attracting mainly revenue
specialists, although several COPAPHIL members attended.
Colombia and Panama exhibits have been shown at three recent shows as listed
below. Many of the exhibitors are COPAPHIL members. Items marked by an * are by
non-members:

Argentina '85
Large Gold and Special Prize. James B. Helme. "Panama 1881-1885."
Large Gold. Alex Rendon. "Colombia, the Issues of 1868-1883."
Gold and Special Prize. Deborah Friedman, "Colombia Air Post."
Gold. *Juan Santa Maria. "Colombia Air Mail."
Large Vermeil and S p ecial Prize. *Rodrigo Uribe. "Specialized Collection
of Antioquia 1868-1903."
Vermeil. Hugo Goggel. "The SCADTA Consular Issues."
Vermeil. Felipe Toro. "19th Century Colombia."
Silver. Walter Blell. "Colombia, Development of the Airmail System."
Silver-bronze. *Miguel Schnitzler. Colombia Air Mail 1920-1959."
Large Silver (thematic). *Juan Marino Sanchez. "Life and Works of Sucre."
Silver-bronze (literature). Piet Steen, editor. "The Latin Pmerican Post."
Stampshow '85
Champion of Champions Competition, prix d'honneur. Alex Rendon. "Colombia,
1868-1883."
Open Competiton, vermeil. James B. Helme. "Panama, 1887 Issue."
BALPEX '85
Vermeil. Deborah Friedman. "Colombia Revenue Stamps, 1858-1908."
Our member Jairo Londono served as one of the judges for ARGENTINA
'85 and Brigitte Kaplan served as an apprentice judge and exhibited a
non-competitive exhibit of 19th Century Colombia.
-20-
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

The summer may seem like a slow time for philately, but it has been a busy
Regional meetings were held in San Diego and Baltimore. A
one for COPAPHIL.
number of our members exhibited, including a large contingent at Argentina '85 and
planning continues for AMERIPEX '86.
We will have our AMERIPEX membership meeting on Sunday, May 25, 1986 from 1

-

2 • 45 P.M. in the Northwest Orient Room of the Hyatt Regency O'Hare. That meeting is
designated as our annual meeting. A second membership meeting has been set for
Friday, May 30, 1986 for 1 - 2:45 P.M. in the American Room of the same hotel. We
will p lan a combination business meeting and program for each meeting, althouah
If anyone has specific ideas for
the main business meeting will be 25 May.
programs they would like to see and/or partici p ate in at either of these two

membership meetings, please let me know as soon as possible, but no later than
December 15, 1985.
In addition to these two meetings, we have had two program proposals accepted
by the speakers bureau of AMERIPEX. Both will be one-hour long public programs to
be given at the O'Hare EXPO Convention Center, the show site. The programs will
each be given twice. The subjects are:

"An Overview of the Philately of Colombia & Panama" Sunday, May 25, 1986,
4:30 P.M. and Thursday, May 29, 1986, 1:30 P.M.
"Air Posts of Colombia" Tuesday, May 27, 1986, 1:30 P.M. and Saturday, May 31,
1986, 3:00 P.M.
Both of these p rograms promise to provide a look at material which is seldom
seen. Alex Rendon is coordinating the overview program and I am coordinating the
Air post presentation. If any of you own individual items which you feel should be
considered for inclusion in either program, please send me, by December 31, 1985, a
p hotocopy of the item(s) and a brief description.
It would be hel p ful if you would indicate if you could provide a slide of the
item(s) you are suggesting or if we would have to make arrangements far slides to be
made. Since we have only one hour for each program, we will have to be highly

selective. Note that one program is scheduled immediately after our annual meeting
on May f.'5. Our meeting and program dates should make it possible for all who attend
to share in at least one of our organized activities. Our lounge will be available
as a gathering place during the entire show. r hope you will start making your
plans to attend as soon as possible. If you need more information about the show or
accomodations, contact AMERIPEX '86, 5944 West Montrose Ave., Chicago IL 60634.

Turning to another subject, you will find elsewehere in this issue, a call for
auction lots for our third sale. Please read the information for consignors
carefully before sending the auction manager any lots. When you send in your lots,
consider making one or more a donation to COPAPHIL. We have already received a
number of auction lots from one of our members in Colombia as a donation. It is a
wonderful way to hel p insure our financial stability. I hope many of you will

p artici p ate in the next auction, either as a seller or a buyer, helping to make
Success.

Debby Friedman
- 1-
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A REPORT FROM STaMpsHOW 85
by Jim Cross

This show and the annual A.P.S. convention was held in San Diego the last week
in August. It was my first visit to the San Diego Convention Center and I found the
facility ideal for a stamp show of this size. There was ample space in the main
exhibition hall for the exhibits, bourse and society tables as well as a small snack
bar with tables for the use of customers. There were am p le rooms for a full
schedule of programs and meetings. Although I did not experience it, Alex Rendon
reported that there were problems with the air conditioning during some of the
earlier meetings. The exhibits included both the A.P.S. Champion of Champions
comp etition and an Open Exhibition. One of the oddities was that all exhibits were
mounted from right to left.
Our COPAPHIL regional meeting was held on Sunday morning at 11:00 A.M. We had
eight members in attendance as well as a number of guests. The highlights of the

show for COPAPHIL members were the Colombia exhibit of Alex Rendon and the Panama
exhibit of Dr. James Helme. Both of the exhibitors were present and the bulk of the
meeting was devoted to an discussion of the exhibits and questions and answers.
Each of the exhibits includes much original research and both members are planning
to publish their findings in the near future. For the benefit of members who could
not attend, I will give a general description of ti' contents and the nature of the
research findings which will be reported.
All of the stamps in the two exhibits are lithographed. Much of the research
involved determining the number of lithographic stones which were prepared in order
to print the stamps. A lithographic stone has a relatively short life. Depending
upon the quality of the workmanship and the pa p er and ink used from 1000 to 1500
impressions can be made from a stone. Thus if a stone contained 100 transfers it
could be used to print from 100,000-150,000 stamps. The stone is then cleaned and
new transfers are prepared. In most cases the new transfers will differ
sufficiently from the previous stone to permit identification of the stamps produced
from it. Prior to laying down the transfers, the lithographer traces a grid of
ruled horizontal and vertical lines on the stone to use in aligning the transfers.
If these lines are not identical and perfectly spaced, it is often possible to
reconstruct the position of a stam p in the sheet by its relation to the guidelines
in the margins, even though large multiples of the stamp are not available. After a
number of transfers have been made it is often necessary to retouch the original
die. Minor retouches are usually identified by a sub-number, e.g. Die I and Ia,
while a major retouch becomes Die II. This brief discussion can only give an
overview of this complex process. An excellent description is contained in the
Dietz handbook on the stamps of the Confederate States of America.
Dr. Helme exhibited the Panama issue of 1887. All values of the issue except
the 50 centavos are on colored paper. In addition to the two colors of paper that I
have previously chronicled for this issue, Dr. Helme identifies two additional
colors for the 5 centavos. He has determined that two stones were used to print
each value of the issue. The exhibit shows how to identify the two stones as well
as the reprints of each denomination. From the post office archives, it has been
p ossible to determine the number of stamps delivered to the Panama and Colon post
offices. The quantities of each denomination on hand according to the annual audit
reports permit calculation of the quantities sold each year and the approximate
quantity of each denomination used. The exhibit includes large multiples of all
denominations except the 2 centavos. This stamp is also the scarcest in used
condtion, with no use on cover known to Dr. Helme. Used covers are much scarcer
from Panama than Colon, and several other values are not known on cover from Panama.
-22-
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Alex Rendon's exhibit included all issues of the United States of Colombia
from 1868-1883 including the cubiertas and postal cards from the period. Due to
space limitations only usage on cover was exhibited for the lower values of the
later issues. Even so, the amount of material exhibited and the new information
presented was extensive.
The exhibit includes the only known cover showing the use of the 25 centavos
of 1870 on blue paper, Scott #63, to pay the deposit for foreign postage on an
overseas letter. I hope to cover this subject in detail in a future issue.
Most important, however, it answers many of the questions concerning the
history of the issues of this period and their reprints, especially the four highe r
denominations: 50 centavos and 1, 5 and 10 Pesos. It demonstrates that many of the
conclusions in John Myer's article, "The Alleaed Reprints of Colombia," were
erroneous. For each of these values it has been possible to determine the number of
lithographic stones used, 8 for the 50 centavos, 7 for the 1 Peso and 6 each for the
5 and 10 Pesos, in addition to the stone of the "Michelson reprints." The exhibit
includes complete mint sheets from many of the stones. It demonstrates that all of
the stones were prepared from the same master die. At least one stone of each of
the higher values was used to produce postal forgeries. There were also postal
forgeries of the first issue of cubiertas. Stamps from several stones are not known
used and Alex speculates that these were "export printings" p roduced either
privately or by the government to fill dealer's orders for mint stamps. Stones of
the 50 centavos and 1 Peso stamps are distinguishable by differences in the
background of the Isthmus of Panama in the coat of arms. These differences cannot be
detected without a good magnifier, preferably 10X.
The 50 centavos exists in both yellow green and blue green. The three typ es
described in Myer's article correspond to the three states of the master die. Two
stones were used to produce postal forgeries. Two stones were used to p roduce
"ex p ort printings."
Stone F of the 1 Pesos was used only to print the stamps on laid paper. Stone
E contained only fifty transfers; the sheets were printed in two passes by a print
and turn technique producing 10 se-tenant pairs in each sheet of 100. This variety
is not like earlier se-tenant pairs which were caused by an inverted transfer in the
stone
One of the most important pieces of information in the exhibit is that Myer
was erroneous in assuming that all 10 Pesos stamps exhibiting the plate crack in the
upper left corner and all 5 Pesos stamps corres p onding to the final state of the
master die were re p rints or counterfeits. The sixth stone of each of these
denominations was printed from Die III in new colors, probably because the
government became aware of the postal forgeries in the earlier colors. These two
stamps, the 5 Pesos in Brown and the 10 Pesos in Black were validly issued and
should not have been deleted from the Scott catalog. There are "Michelson Rep r ints"
of both values in these colors as well as the earlier colors.
The first stone of the 10 Pesos was used to print stamps on both orange and
rose papers. Multi p les from this stone are almost non-existent. Alex Rendon has
partially reconstructed the sheets in each color. He would welcome the opportunity
to study additional copies of these stamps. Please write him before sending the
stamps.
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS OF PANAMA, 1876-1908
by Lawson P. Entwistle and Dr. Ernesto Arosemena N.

This installment continues with the markings from Panama including the
transit, registration, and miscellaneous markings of that city and also a number of
newly reported markings from Colon which were not included in the first
installment. The final installment will include the markings of the other post
offices as well as any further newly reported markings.
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THE INTRODUCTION OF THE UPU INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON IN COLOMBIA
by Deborah Friedman
Decree #661 of April 13, 1916 (1) established the international reply coupon
service in Colombia. The decree explains that the service will begin on July 20.
The Postal Administration was charged with acquiring and distributing the
reply coupons and organizing the service. The decree explained that the authorities
were to make sure that the service was implemented in the localities that, because
of their commerical importance, needed it. This decree also fixed the price of the
coupon at 6 centavos.
The Postal Administration moved ahed with plans to implement the service. In
the Diario Oficial of May 4, 1916, Resolution 149 (2) was published listing the
places where the coupons were to be sold. Besides the principal post offices (which
are not listed in the resolution) over 150 other offices are mentioned including
many small cities such as Puerto Berrio, Calamar, Armenia and Honda and several very
small towns such as Mocoa and Aranzazu. Mention is made that the list of offices
would be expanded. The post offices selling the coupons were also obligated to
accept coupons of foreign origin and redeem them for the appropriate international
surface postage. Every three months there was an accounting of redeemed coupons.
The instructions in this Resolution also require that each reply coupon sold or
exchanged must be clearly marked with the appropriate date stamp.
Both sides of the first reply coupon that was put into use July 20, 1916 are
shown below. Note there is no date stamp on it. It was probably either sold
improperly or came from remainders. The price of the coupon soon rose to 11
centavos, though the decree has not been located. We find Decree 1717, November 16,
1925, authorizing the revaluation of the 11 centavos reply coupon to 10 centavos
(3). Apparently the 11 centavos coupons still were not exhausted by 1928.
Yet
another decree, #675 of April 16, 1928, was published revaluing remainders of the 11
centavos coupons to 9 cen.:avos (4).
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There have been a number of rate changes through the years affecting this
service. As of the fall of 1984, re p ly coupons were not being sold in Colombia. .17
exact date for the termination of this service is not available, but it is recent as
the writer purchased coupons in Bogota in 1978.
Thanks are due to Walter Blell of Bogota for his efforts in locating the
decrees herein referenced.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

References:
Diario Oficial,
Diario Oficial,
Diario Oficial,
Diario Oficial,

April 18, 1916, fol. 1938, Decree #661.
#15,784, May 5, 1916„ fol. 2153/4, Res. #149.
#20,058, November 26, 1925, fol. 346, Decree 1717.
April 24, 1928, fol. 144, Decree #675.

Note: Cooies of the decrees have been submitted to the

COPAPHIL library.

REVISED COPAPHIL AUCTION RULES FOR CONSIGNORS

Only COPAPHIL members

1.

may submit lots to be sold. The seller submits the

lots at his (her) risk.
2. Lots must be received by the auction manager on or before 8 January 1986.
Lots should be sent directly the auction manager, Howard Frome, Star Rt. 55,
Chatham, NY 12037.
3. Consignors must assemble material as it is to be lotted in the auction.
Lots with an estimated realization of less than 52.00 will be declined.
4. The consignor must describe each lot's contents, catalog number, condition
and centering and any information which will help the buyer, e.g. variety of paper,
printing, perforations, etc. Sellers must indicate the catalog and date used if
other than Scott 1986. "As is" lots will not be accepted. For non-Scott listed
material, consignor must provide an estimated value.
5. The auction manager reserves the right to modify description including
condition.
6. Consignor may set a minimum bid for any lot submitted. All minimum bids
must be stated at the time that lots are consigned.
7.

Unsold lots will be returned to the consignor (insured if valued above
returns will be at the consignors cost.

$15). All

8. The COPAPHIL commission of 10% of the hammer price will be charged to the
account of the consignor for each lot sold.
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FIRST FLIGHT COLON-DAVID, MAY 22-23, 1929

According to the American Air Mail Catalog the first flight from Colon to
David on U.S. Foreign Contract Air Mail Route #5 took place on May 22-23, 1929. The
flight originated in Panama and flew first to Colon and then on to David. A total
of 151 pieces of mail were carried on the flight, but it is not known how many
originated in each of the two cities. Both sides of one of the covers are
illustrated below, courtesy of Clyde Maxwell. It is a 2 centavos franked envelope
with a 10 centavos airmail stamp (damaged), Scott C2, added.
--••••••,

Retnitent.:

CORREO AEREO
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A NEWLY DISCOVERED COLOMBIAN RED CROSS STAMP
by Larry Crain

This article is reprinted from the Latin American Post, Volume 4, 1981 by
Permission of the author.
Colombia's first Red Cross postal tax stamp, according to Scott and Yvert,
appeared May 27, 1935. This stamp in black-green and red, showing a
mother-protector, figure 1, was required on all interior letters during one week 'May. In 1948 the use of the Red Cross surtax stamps was extended to the entire
month of May, and the yearly use continued to 1970.
In s p ite of the Scott and Yvert listings, the
mother-protector stamp was not the first. Two Colombian
specialized catalogs, Barriqa and Temorano, list stamps
appearing in 1933. These are rubber stamp legends applied
to unperforated blank labels or to perforated
anti-tuberculosis seals. Two rubber stamps were used. 5001
of these Red Cross stamps were p repared.
The Temprano catalog explains the circumstances of
their issue. The national government on May 20, 1933,
(Decree 970) authorized that all ordinary letters mailed in
the Capital during Red Cross week at the end of May carry an
additional 5 centavos stamp with the funds going to the Red
Cross.
This decree affected
mail (which was authorized
Transport), the urban mail
by bus companies). Letters

figure 1

all postal services in the capital: surface mail, air
to SCADTA, The Colombian-German Society of Air
system and all authorized private posts (mostly organizes'
destined outside of Colombia were exempted.

The decree, however, a p plied only to mail posted in Bogota. On May 27, 1933,
(Decree 1008), the provisions were extended to Medellin, the second largest city,
and to Buenaventura, the principal port on the Pacific.
A year later Law 9 of November 15, 1934, extended Decrees 970 and 1008 to the
entire country. It took effect in 1935 and resulted in the mother-protector stam p ,
Scott RA1. From the proceeds of the sale of the stamp 3000 pesos went to the Red
Cross; the excess was retained by the post office. The government issued 180,834
(Temorano) or 250,000 (Barriga) of these stamps.
In 1933, however, the effect of the two decrees was that Red Cross officials
in each of the three named cities had to arrange with the local postal authorities
for a stamp to be used. Temprano states that this ha p pened only in Medellin; that
no Red Cross stamps appeared in Bogota or Buenaventura in 1933.
The Medellin Red Cross office created two four-line rubber stamps, one read"-7.
"Cruz Roia - sello adicional - valor 50.05 - Medellin 1933" and one reading "Cruz
Roia - sello adicional - Medellin 1933." These were used on red bordered blank
labels.
In addition, the first rubber stamp was applied to seals of the Red Cross'
anti-tuberculosis campaign.
This same seal was overprinted in 1950 to become the Red Cross stamp of that
year, Scott RA46. Figure 2 shows a canceled copy of this seal without any
overprint. While Temprano and Barriga agree on the total number of copies of the
-29-
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1933 Medellin issue, Barriga also includes a type with the anti-tuberculosis seal
overprinted with a numberal 5 in various fonts.
In spite of Temprano's assurance that no stamps were developed by the Red
Cross offices in Bogota and Buenaventura, a stamp I purchased from the estate)f a
collector appears to be the unknown, but authorized, Buenaventura issue, Figuia 3.
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Why, however, would such a stamp remain unknown for almost forty years?
istory gives us an answer. In 1930 Buenaventura was a busy port town. In 1931
built almost entirely of wooden structures, was almost
of
struck and the city,

completely destroyed. In 1933 its population was under 15,000 while that

Medellin was almost 150,000.
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Furthermore, much of the mail posted in 1933 was certainly destined overseas
since the town remained the principal Pacific coast port. The use of the Red Cross
surtax stamp was not required on mail to foreign destinations. Besides, the
economic problems of Buenaventura in 1933 also might have limited the use of the
surtax stamp.
In any event the efforts couldn't have been too successful. If Medellin with
ten times the population prepared 5000 stamps, Buenaventura could be expected to
have produced 500 and there is good reason to suppose that even fewer were issued.
Bogota, with a population of 250,000 produced none. It is probable that the local
committee, probably notified by telegraph of Decree 1008 and unaware of the hurried
decision making process and the political situation in the capital, complied with
the decree, but made only a token effort.
This attitude prevailed throughout the country, as shown by the fact that no
stamps were prepared in 1934, although the decrees were still in effect. Certaily
the Red Cross also found that local efforts produced little revenue. The 1933
Medellin stamps produced 250 pesos. Thus Law 9 of 1934, which provided a guaranteed
amount of 3000 pesos, was a much better arrangement for the Red Cross.
The local efforts in Buenaventura, then, were unrecognized in the capital.
The few stamps created were scattered from a point isolated from the main centers of
population. There must still be others, but they are stamps unrecognized for what
they are, examples of a rare Colombian postal tax stamp.
Editor's Note: The author invites correspondence from any members having
further information about this stamp.

A 1939 "PROVISIONAL" RED CROSS STAMP
by Eric Harris
The Red Cross obligatory tax stamps generally current in 1939 were variation
on the design first used in 1937, either red, perf. 10 1/2 (1937), red, perf 11 x 1:
1/2 (1938) or vermillion, perf. 10 1/2 (1939)
However, the cover illustrated at the top of the next page, from Cartagena on
Friday 7 July 1939, would suggest that there was a shortage of these tax stamps
locally. The franking on the cover is 3x5 centavos = 15 centavos to pay the surface
foreign rate to the U.K.; 2x15 centavos to cover the airmail rate to New York, 1/2
centavo P.O. Headquarters obligatory tax and, in the middle of the envelope, another
5 centavos stamp with a red pencil cross for the Red Cross obligatory tax on all
letters posted in the week beginning 3 July.
Presumably this provisional was accepted by the postal authorities as there
are no other markings and the stamp has been clearly postmarked. Could it be that
the stamp was an officially prepared provisional used due to a local shortage? It
is interesting to note that in 1946 this basic 5c stamp was overprinted with a red
cross to cover this obligatory tax.
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Srs.-

Jaffd & Sons Ltd.P.O.Box 122
101,Princess St.-

Yacarn6n
Cartagena-Colombia
S A.

FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG

The following are excerpts from a letter from Lawson Entwistle
I enjoyed reading the piece written by Harry Franck. As you probably know he also
wrote a very entertaining book, "Zone Policeman 88," about his experiences as a
policeman on the Canal Zone Force.
"His experience reminded me of several that I have had in Latin America. First, of
course, is the fact that practically all of the postal clerks are elderly women and
many admire a large envelope covered with the multicolored commemoratives. At the
main PO in Lima, Peru I usually head for the Philatelic Agency and buy a lot of
stamps and take the large envelopes into the registry section for mailing. The last
t;me I had gone through my regular routine, but the women at the registry window
said to me: "Please senor, take these to the Philatelic Agency where they have a
nice clean matasello. Mine is dirty and will ruin these beautiful stamps. Bring it
back and I'll register it."
The Cristobal Cam p /U.S. Zone (PREGUNTAS AUGUST 1985) is surely a fake. One, the
treaty with Panama did not enter into force until Feb. 26, 1904; two, the type face
used for the handstamp was not designed until many years later. David Leeds had
asked me about this and I checked with the Tucson library concerning the type face
and they were able to run it down for me.
In regard to air mail rates between Cristobal and Colombia: effective December 5,
1937, air mail could be sent via Uraba, Medellin and Central Airways to Turbo and
Medellin with connections with SCADTA or PANAGRA. Mail was carried only on the
Sunday flight leaving Cristobal at 7:35 A.M. and arriving at Turbo at 9:45 A.M.
The first class rate on this route was 25c/half ounce. On the PAA flight the rate
was 10c/half ounce. Canal Zone files do not show how long this dual rate existed.
-32-
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CONTROL MARKS ON THE CARTAGENA PROVISIONAL ISSUES OF AUGUST 1901

•

In Part III of the article, "The 1000 Days" which appeared in the February
of COPACARTA (Volume I, Pp. 31-32) the provisional one and two centavos
stamps issued in Cartagena in the summer of 1901 were described. An article which
aopeared in a contemporary stamp journal which described several types of the
control mark was quoted, but the types were not illustrated. Debbie Friedman has
provided me with the illustrations accompanying this article. The control mark was
a rectangular handstamp containing a manuscript capital "S" repeated 15 times. The
handstamp was wide enough to cover five stamps. If properly centered, the two
outside stamps in each strip of five show the end of the handstamp while the middle
three stamps show the series of letters between the borders of the handstamp.

1984 issue

The illustrations below show that there are actually three types of handstamp.
In addition to the types with two and three lines below the letters, types Cl and
C2, there is also an additional type, C3, with two lines below the letters and a
different style of the letter "S" less slanted and with an open loop in the upper
part of the letter.

Ct

C2

VI

PRICE LISTS, $2.00 AGAINST FIRST ORDER
1. PANAMA, PRE-INDEPENDENCE & BRITISH PO

FIL-PANAM

PANAMA, POST-INDEPENDENCE ORDINARY &
2.
8.0.8.. RARITIES-ERRORS-PROOFS-COVERS
3.

Box 2245
El Caion, CA 9202'

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA

COLOMBIA WATERLOW FILE SHEET
AND IMPERFORATE PLATE PROOFS
GEORGE MCCARTY D.
APARTADO 6737
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA

Jim & Luz Cross

(619)-561-4959
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USE THE COLOMBIAN AIRMAIL
PART 3, AGENCIES IN AUSTRIA, BELGIUM AND FRANCE
by Eric Harris

This article continues the series on the advertising markings of SCADTA used
on airmail originating in Colombia by describing the markings advertising agencies
in Austria, Belgium and France. Unfortunately, the samples of handstamps
advertising these agencies are not suitable for reproduction, however, they are of
similar format to previous types.
Austria

Type AUS/1

Vienna. Box 80 x 29 mm. 5
Similar to Ty p e S 1, but 18
CHMEL & CO BABENBERGSTRASST
WIEN I
Recorded from Bogota, April

lines.
Tage verkuerst. Last 2 lines read:
9/11
1928, in mauve.

Belgium
Type B 1

Brussels. Box 70 x 35 mm.
6 lines.
Similar wording and layout to type S 2. Last 2 lines read:
C.Castello, Consul General du Colombie
BRUXELLES, 64 rue de la Croix du Pierre
Recorded from Bogota, May 1926, in mauve.

Ty p e B 2

Brussels. Box 65 x 28 mm. 7 lines. .
Similar wording and layout to type S 2. Last 3 lines read:
CONSULATE DE LA COLOMBIE
54 Rue de la Croix de Pierre
BRUXELLES
Recorded from Bogota, March 1927, in blue, backstamped Barranquilla.

France
Type F 1

Paris. Box 72 x 34 mm. 6 lines.
Similar to Type S 2, but (probably) 10 iours. Last 2 lines read:
Bureau d'Information et Propaganda
PARIS-9,BOULEVARDE DE LA MADELAINE
Recorded from Bogota, duly 1925, color not available.

Type F 2

Paris. Box 65 x 34 mm. 8 lines.
First four lines similar to type S 2. Last 4 lines read:
BUREAU D'INFORMATION ET
PROPAGANDA DE LA COLOMBIE
33, AVENUE DES CHAMPS-ELYSEE
PARIS.
Recorded from Ibague, February 1928 in blue, backstamped Barranquilla.
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THE MARKET REPORT

The 1986 Edition of the Scott Postage Stamp Catalog again contains many
revisions in the prices for stamps of Colombia. The revisions are generally upwa , n
in pre-1940 material and SCADTA airmails and somewhat lower in many post-1940 mint
sets. The trends in some selected issues are shown below:
1983
Scott No.
662.50
1-8 1859 Issue Mint
2160.00
13-18 1861 Issue Mint
1110.00
13-18 1861 Issue Used
284.85
331-8 1910 Centenary Issue Mint
1059.85
421-36 1935 Games Issue Used
46.15
475-84 1940 Santander Issue Used
4475.00
C17-24 1921 SCADTA Surcharges Mint
55.55
C55-67 1929 SCADTA Issue Used
C68-79 1929 SCAOTA International Used
27.50
C566a 1971 Pan-American Games Mint
70.00
LF1-LF4 Dept. Registration Either
117.15
01-013 1937 Officials Mint

1984
785.00
2900.00
1550.00
339.00
1109.85
89.32
5025.00
82.37
40.00
100.00
219.64

1985
917.50
2800.00
1475.00
379.25
1229.00
117.32
5075.00
89.87
271.95
47.50
120.00
249.89

1986
1010.00
3300.00
1500.00
389.65
1244.50
117.3?
5225.00
109.10
296.95
45.00
120.00
233.90

The apparent misprint in the used price of the 1 Peso Black of 1940, Scott 492
has been corrected with the price going from 9.50 to .80. The 2 centavos red on
rose of 1892 was increased from $17.50 to $40.00, either mint or used. The most
astounding increase was the 5 centavos EXTRA RAPIDO overprint of 1957, Scott C289
which went from .22 .15 to 9.50 5.50. Other major increases were shown for mint
strips of the 1991 Presidential issues, Scott 889-894 which went from 27.25 to
103.75. Only two new issues were added to the 1985 listings, leaving the catalog
complete thru the 26th of July, 1984. No changes were noted in the prices of
the Department issues.
An important means of determining undervaluations in catalog prices is to
determine those stamps which appear frequently on collector wantlists and are not in
the stock of major specialized dealers. There are many circumstances which can
affect the stock of a single dealer, but when an identical situation exists with a
number of dealers, it strongly supports catalog price adjustments. I invite dealer
members to submit their lists. The following is a list from Filatelia Panamerica,
all numbers are from the 1986 Scott catalog.
(1). Stamps cataloging $5.00 and less which are out of stock mint and used:
193, 214, 478, 511, 804, 809, F5, F10, 04, 06, 07, all Departmental issues except L9
& L11-L13, RA1, RA7 and RA30. The items most frequently appearing on want lists are
F5 and RA30.
(2) Used stamps issued thru 1975 cataloging $5.00 or less: 138, 161, 188,
192, 209, 210, 212, 213, 215, 241, 262, 285, 304, 331, 405, 417, 444, 508, 509, 513,
531, 542, 556, 558, 559, 585, 603, 608, 614, 705, 726, 771, 801, 802, 805-808,
820-823. 831, and 840. Airmail stamps include C26-C30, C69-071, C73, C75, C85, C89.
C118, C149, C166-C168, C169-C171, C232, C280, C319-C320, C356B, 0358, C363,
C366-0370, C375, C389, C393, C395, C400, C425, 0428, C440, C444, C506, C542, C578,
C627, CF2 and CF3. Back of the Book include El, F6, F13, F19, H1, H18, 16, 03, 05,
012, RA16 and RA53. The scarcest of these seem to be 161, 556, 558 and 759. I
would like to hear from any members that have a postally used copy of Scott 161, the
redrawn 50 centavo red violet of 1899 (Gibbons 160, Temprano 129).
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SPACE FILLERS
by Jim Cross

I shared a booth at LOBEX 85 in Long Beach California early in October. The
stamp section of this show is unremarkable with a modest number of exhibits and a 40
dealer bourse. It is remarkable, however, for including what I am told is the
largest coin dealer's bourse in the United States, with approximately 270 dealer's
booths. I can believe the report, because attendance in the coin area rivaled that
at an International stamp show. Some of the dealers in the stamp area dealt in both
stamps and coins. One had a large stock of worldwide currency. I had a few
Peruvian and Chilean banknotes which I found in a collection purchase and I was able
to sell them to this dealer. As I was leaving the dealer pulled out a small packet
o f Colombian Cubiertas and asked; "Can you tell me anything about these and what
should I sell them for, 25 cents each/" I looked over the lot which was generally
unremarkable, except for the item pictured on page 19 and a used Tolima departmental
cubierta, explained to the dealer what they were, how they were used and that they
were listed and priced in Higgins & Gage. I indicated that if he would price the
two better items, I would purchase them. The Cartago official cubierta has been
torn and mended on the reverse. A missing corner was replaced appa r ently by cutting
a piece from another Cubierta with the same border and adding it at the upper right.
The next issue of the journal will be published in February 1986 and mailed on
the normal schedule around mid-month, together with cur third auction catalog.
However, because of AMERIPEX, I plan to prepare the next issue early. Deadline for
material for that issue will be the 25th of March.
Study i ng the Colon-David cover shown on page 23 remi6ded me a personnel
experience during military service in the Canal Zone from 1949-1953. I was assigned
as personnel sergeant of an Armed Reconnaisance Battalion. Our equipment included
two army light aircraft, two seaters with open cockpits. One of the duties of the
battalion was to make surveys of the closed World War IT airstrips located in the
Republic of Panama twice weekly. Officers and NCO's of the Battalion rode as
observers on the flights. My turn came in 1953. We took off from Fort Clayton from
the grass strip between the highway and the barracks, flew south over the
Chepo-Pacora area. The air strips had oil drums placed irregularly to prevent their
use. We checked to be sure nothing had been moved. We then skirted Gatun Lake
looking for anything unusual along the lake shore. We flew up-country over Rio
Hato, but not as far as David, and then flew back along the Pacific coast to the
Canal Zone. The pilot flew so low along part of the route that the water from the
waves solashed against the wheels. Although our plane was far safer than the 1929
models, I can picture the experience of flying the early airmail route.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES: Classified per line.
Business cards.

One Insertion $ .50 Four Insertions $1.50.
One Insertion $1.50 Four Insertions 55.00.

WANTED: REVENUES, revenue stamped paper and documents with revenues.
Latin
American, U.S. and worldwide needed. Ship insured with asking price or for
cash offer. W.G. Kremoer, Box 693, Bartow FL 33830
(III-2)
BUYING: Large collections and higher value singles and sets. Harry Matasar, Box
3022, Munster IN 46321.
(IV-1)
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Previously unreported postal markings of Tolima, See nage 46.

DUE TO.TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, OUR THIRD COPAPHIL AUCTION WHICH WAS
SCHEDULED FOR DISTRIBUTION WITH THIS JOURNAL HAS BEEN DELAYED. WE
HAVE RECEIVED OVER 200 LOTS FOR WHAT PROMISES TO BE THE BEST AUCTION
YET. THE AUCTION CATALOG WILL BE DISTRIBUTED WITH THE NEXT COPY OF
THE JOURNAL W T TH A BIDDING DEADLINE OF 30 APRIL 1985.
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COPAPHIL NEWS
New Members (thru 31 January)

122 Austin, Lawrence E Box 129
Box 391
119 Arthur Bolduc
Box 5722 Station A
117 Andrew Cronin
(Address
123 Bob Fletcher
Box 4481
120 Robert A. Freid
Cra 5 18-81 Apt 302
125 Raul Jimenez
411 Vittorio
118 James L. Lewis
121 Murray C. Marks
491B Wood Brook CT
126 William P. McMurray Box 342
821 N. Floral #A
127 Phil Webber
(Address
124 Laszlo F gala

Lynnfield MA
01940
USA
03061
USA
Nashua NH
M5W1P2 Canada
Moronoto ONT
unlisted)
USA
Silver Spring ND
20904
USA
1
Colombia
Bogota
USA
Coral Gables FL
33146
Colorado Springs 00 80917 USA
USA
Westerly RI
02891
LISA
Visalia CA
93291
unlisted)
USA

Changes of Address

C18 Antonio chedid M.D.
C61 Brian Moorhouse
111 R. L. Sheck

650 Rockefeller Rd
Box 105
226 Wentworth Rd.

Lake Forest IL
60045 USA
PE3 B•M England
Peterborough
Strafford PA
19087
USA

Drooted - Non-payment of Dues
C66 Dr. Arnold E. Plata C79 Arthur W. Tolp Sr.
C13 Jim Caldwell
098 Wayne L. Rice
C81 Jairo Vanegas
C29 Edward M. Freeman
099 Joseph W. Sousa
C39 Paul L. Hershey
Mr. Cronin collects stamps and postal history of Panama to 1903 and Colombia
manuscript cancels. Mr. Lewis collects Panama. Mr. Bolduc and Mt. Fletcher collect
Latin America. Mr. Freid is a stamp dealer. Mr. McMurray collects stamps Si coins
of Panama.
Active membership in COPAPRIL totals 109 as of 31 January. A new membership
roster is now planned for the July issue of COPACARTA.
Work is proceeding on preparation of our Slide Shad, "COlombia, Land of
Philatelic Opportunity". The first draft of the text has been reviewed by the
members of the Editorial Carmittee. The show will contain 60 slides illustrating
the many Phases of Colombian philately, with emphasis on the features which are
unique. We hope to have the show completed prior to PMERIPEK. Our thanks to J. W.
(Bill) Sauber who contributed 10 of the slides.
TREASURER'S REPORT

The following is a surmary of inuune and expenses for the first six months of this
fiscal year.
EXPENSE

nc-cmE

Dues
Contributions
COPACARTA Advertising
Sale of Publications
Interest
meALs

$619.00
38.50
8.00
16.00

Printing
Postage
Supplies
AMERIPEX Booth

$160.64
118.97
5.67
200.00

26.86

708.36

485.28

'Dotal contributions received with the 1985-6 dues were $229.50 which will pay for
our share of the AMERIPEK booth rental.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

I hope that by now most of you have made plans to attend AMERIPMC in
Chicago. A number of our members from Europe and Latin America will be attending
and preliminary information on exhibits indicates there will be a significant number
of interest to us. If you have never attended an International Philatelic
Exhibition, you will find the experience exciting and different than any Local or
national show you have been to. The sheer size and diversity of what is on display
as well as that offered for sale is beyond description. Those who were able to
attend Interphil '76 in Philadelphia saw such wonderful collections as Jim
DeVoss' Via Panama, John Myer's Antioquia, and Bernard Harmer's ScADTA 7 all
collections which have been sold in the intervening years. There were many more.
AMERIPEX exhibits should be in that tradition.
In addition to the programs and meetings we will have at the show, we will be
sharing a lounge with the Cuban Philatelic Society of America. I ask everyone who
will be attending the show to volunteer same of your time to staff our lounge.
The show will run from May 22 - June 1 and will be open from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00
P.M. Time spent at our lounge will be time well spent. It will provide the
opportunity to talk informally not just with members, but also with show attendees
who share your interests.
I ask those of you who are attending the show to drop me a note as soon as
possible indicating what date(s) and time(s) you would be willing to volunteer to
act as host at our lounge. I will coordinate the schedule with the Cuban Philatelic
Society and confirm the schedule with you. It would also be helpful if you could
let me know the dates you expect to attend the show and where you can be reached in
Chicago. I know there will be many carpeting demands for your time at AMERIPEX, but
I hope that you will include COPAPHIL in your plans.
Debby Friedman
10 Reddy Lane
Loudonville NY 12211

COPAPHIL at AMERIPEX
Special Events
Annual Meeting: Sunday, May 25, 1:00-2:45 P.M. Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Notthwest
Orient Roan
Wmbership Meeting and Program: Friday May 30, 1:00-2:45 P.M. Hyatt Regency O'Hare,
American Roan
"An Overview of the Philately of Colcmbia & Panama", Alex Rendon, speaker
(1) Sunday, May 25, 4:30-5:30 P.M., O'Hare Convention Center.
(2) Thursday, May 29, 1986, 1:30-2:30 P.M., O'Hare Convention Center.
"Air Posts of Colcmbia", Deborah Friedman, speaker.
(1) Tuesday, May 27, 10:30-11:30 A.M.(NCCE NEW TIME), O'Hare Convention Center
(2) Saturday, May 31, 3:00-4:00 P.M., O'Hare Convention Center.
NOTE: Check at show for location of programs and any minor time changes. Dates are
firm. Information will be posted at our lounge.
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SOURCE DOCUMENTS FOR THE POSTS OF TOLIMA

EDITORS'S NOTE: These documents are translated from Spanish text which
originally appeared in Bogota Filatelico #26-7, September 1977. Raul Jimenez Arango
was responsible for the transcription of the documents for publication.
Contents of three documents are included in the article together with a map showing
state and national postal routes in 1880.
CIRCULAR NUMBER 1
TO the Recaudadores de Hacienda
United State of Colombia - Sovereign State of Tblima - Executive Department Ministry of Hacienda - Seccion de Fcmento - Neiva, February 9, 1880
I call your attention to the Postal Convention signed with the National
Government and to the decree that promulgates it as law of the state, which in
addition to having been published in a flyer is also published in the current
edition of the Gaceta. The regular and expeditious communication of all of the
towns of the State, among themselves and with the rest of the Republic and foreign
countries, obtained by means of this convention, constitutes one of the most
important improvements in the administration and the public service, and with the
object of making the necessary explanations to you so that you can understand the

arrangements so that the merger of the national routes with those of the State can
be effected easily and conveniently, this circular is directed to you.
If you will take the trouble to trace on a piece of paper the map of the

State, drawing only its boundaries, the Rio Magdalena and the sites occupied by the
chief towns of the districts; if you then trace in red ink the national postal
routes and in blue ink the state postal routes, you will find it extremely simple
and easy to conveniently direct the packets of correspondence that are received or
are sent from this office.
There are four national postal routes that enter the State, namely:
1. From Honda to Santana.
2. Fran Ambalema to Lerida and Libano.
3. Fran Piedras to Ibague.
4. Fran Espinal to Guano, Purificacion and Natagaima, and crossing the
Magdalena at San Borja, to Villavieja and Neiva. Here the line divides in two One
fran Neiva to Yaquara, Carnicerias and La Plata along the west bank of the river;

and the other from Neiva to Campoalegre, Hobo, Gigante and Garzon and fran there
crossing the Magdalena, to Agrado and La Plata.
The State for its part maintains the following routes:
Fran Honda to Mariquita, Fresno and Manzanares.
2. Fran Honda to Mendez and Anbalema.
3. Fran Amhalema to Guayabal, Santana, Santo Domingo and Soledad.
4. Fran Ambalema to Venadillo, Caldas and Ibague.
5. From Antelema to Piedras, Coello and Espinal.
6. Fran Ibague to Miraflores, Payande, Coello and Espinal.
7. Fran Espinal to San Luis and el Valle.
8. Fran Espinal to Carmen and Melgar.
9. Fran Esoinal to Santa Rosa
10. From Guano to Ortega, Chaparral and Ataco.
1.
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11. Fran Purificacion to Coyaima.
12. Fran Purificacion to Cundal.
13. From Purificacion to Prado, Dolores, Alpujarra and Colombia.
14. From Aipe to Villavieja.
15. Fnan Neiva to La Union and Colanbia.
16. From Neiva to Guagua, Retiro and Iquira.
17. Fram Neiva to Caguan, Campoalegre, Hobo, Jigante (sic), Garzon, Jaya,
Altamira, Guadalupe, Santa Librada, Timana, Pitalito and San Agustin.
18. Fran Jigante to Paicol and La Plata.
19. From Jigante to Agrado, Pital and el Hato.
20. Fram Timana to Elias.
If you draw, even imperfectly, your postal map, you will observe that it is in
the national administrations of Garzon, Agrado, La Plata, Jigante, Neiva,
Villavieja, Purificacion, Guano, Espinal, Piedras, Ibague, Ambalema, Lerida, Libano,
Santana and Honda that the exchange should be made between the State mails and the
national mails.
The Recaudadores de Facienda,in those districts and villages where there is
not a national post office, will send in just one packet, directed to the Recaudador
de Hacienda of the district where the exchange between the respective routes of the
state and nacional posts takes place, the correspondence that is directed to those
districts that fran there continue being served by either the state or national
routes.
The Recaudadores de Hacienda of the districts where the the state and national
routes neat, will be careful to place the correspondence that is referred to in the
previous paragraph, in the national administration so that it can continue to its
destination and for the same purpose will take the correspondence that is received
from the national mails and direct it to the districts and villages where there are
only State post offices.
Examples: The Recuadadores de Hacienda of Iquira, Retiro and Guagua that
dispatch correspondence to Villavieja, Natagaima, Purificacion, Guamo or to Bogota,
Lima, London or Peking, that are served by the national routes; or to la Union,
Colombia, Alpujarra, Dolores or Prado, that are found along the course of one of the
state routes, will dispatch this mail to the Recaudador de Hacienda of Neiva, so
that he can cause it to continue to its destination by the state posts, or deliver
to the Administrator Nacional de Correos of Neiva that which should continue on by
the national posts
etc.
I am your obedient servant, ANIBAL GALINDO.

* * *
DECREE NUMBER 144,
concerning the mails.
The President of the Sovereign State of Tolima
DECREES:

*

*

*

Article 24.
1. The price of each stamp will be 5, 10, 20 and

50

centavos and one peso.

2. when a stamp is placed upon each letter or package, it will be cancelled
with the name of the town from which it is being sent.
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Article 30. The correspondence of those Employees that are authorized the
franking privilege by the law, will bear a handstamp which indicates that the letter
is official mail. In case there is no handstamp, the sending official will write
the words, "de oficio," with his signature beneath.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* * * * * * * *

Article 33. In case stamps or cubiertas for certified mail are not received
or the supply is exhausted in the local office, in the first case the Recaudador
will mark on the letter or sheet "franca, "vale
"; and in the second case will
put this note: "Certificacion a
(enter here the destination) salio en
(enter here the date) and will mark the letter or sheet in such a way that when seen
one can immediately tell that it is certified.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A.

Given in Neiva, the 31st of May 1880.
FRUTOS SAMOS
The Secretary of Hacienda
ZOILO CUELLAR

*

* *

POSTAL CONvENTIoN between the government of the union and the sovereign state
of Tblima.
Article 1.

The Government of Tolima agrees:

1. TO make such arrangements as
already in effect, with the purpose of
with those of the Union, in such a way
that all of the districts and villages
those of other States of the Union.

are gecessary, in addition to those which are
merging the mails of the State and cities
as will be convenient to both governments, so
can communicate among themselves and with

2. To carry free of charge in the mails of the state and municioalities, the
official and private publications and correspondence that circulate in the national
mails and are destined for locations in the State in which there is no national post
office, and the correspondence and official publications which national government
employees dispatch to the same locations. In the cases in which according to
national law, collect correspondence may be entered into the mails, the Government
of Tolhna has the obligation to accept this correspondence in the post offices under
its jurisdiction, to travel later in the national mails, and has the right to
collect the corresponding postage for such correspondence which passes from the
national mails to theirs in order to arrive at its destination.
3. To carry free of charge the packages of money and goods belonging to the
Government of the Union, that travel through the mails of the State;
Article 2. The National government agrees:
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1. To carry free of charge through the national mails the official and
private publications and correspondence that are transported in the mails of the
state of Tolima or its municipalities, and the official correspondence and
publications that are mailed by the respective employees in any national post
office.
2. TO carry free of charge through the parcel post, not as parcel post, but
as publications, the revenue paper, blank forms and registers for the collection of
tares for passage, liquors, slaughter of animals and the mails, or the blank forms
for invoices for the dispatch of these, etc.
3. Tb carry free of charge thru the parcel post, shipments of money and
effects belonging to the Gave 12 nt of the State and of its districts and villages.
4. To arrange that the Administrators of national post offices accept,
receipt for, and dispatch to their destinations by the first post, those packets of
newspapers and correspondence, either official or private, that are brought to their
offices by the Employees of the State postal service.
Article 3. In the localities in which there are national post offices the
correspondence and other matter which does not have the franking privilege according
to the national law, will bear the proper national postage stamps and if not they
will be considered to he unfranked.
The arrangements of this article are not applicable to the correspondece that
has traveled through the mails of the state or its municipalities and has been
mailed in locations where there is no national post office, which does not require
national postage stamps.
Bogota, Julio 5 de 1882.
FELIPE F. PAUL - EIADIO C. GUTIERREZ

It is interesting to note that the Circular announcing the division of
responsibilities does not include a map, but rather directs that each of the local
A map drawn according to the instructions in the
official prepare their own map.
document is reproduced on page 44. The original Circular does not number the
national and state routes. I have added numbers for ease of reference.

PRICE LISTS, $2.00 AGAINST FIRST ORDER
1. PANAMA, PRE-INDEPENDENCE & BRITISH PO i
PANAMA, POST-INDEPENDENCE ORDINARY di '
2.
B.O.B., RARITIES-ERRORS-PROOFS-COVERS
3

COLOMBIA WATERLOW FILE SHEET
AND IMPERFORATE PLATE PROOFS

OD

FIL-PANAM
Box 2245
El Cajon, CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA
Jim & Luz Cross

GEORGE MCCARTY O.
APARTADO 6737
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA

(819)-581-4959
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MANUSCRIPT CANCELS OF TOLIMA

A number of lists of Colombian 19th Century manuscript postmarks have been
published. The first was published by Charles Jewell (1). Jewell's list was
updated by Wickersham (2). A further update to Jewell's list was published in the
Main Sheet (3). Using the documents published elsewhere in this issue as a guide
the following is a list of towns located along the postal routes, listed
alphabetically according to their name in 1880 (current name, where different, in
parenthesis); S following the name indicates towns on State postal routes, N
indicates towns on National postal routes. Manuscript cancelations on state issues
from towns marked with an asterisk (*) were reported by Wickersham.
hgrado
*wipe
*Aloujarra
*Altamira
*Ambalema
(1)
*Ataco
Caguan
Caldas
*Cmupoalegre
Carmen de Apicala
*Carnicerias
*Chaparral
*Coello
*Colombia
*Coyaima
*Corday
*Dolores
Elias
(2)
*Espinal
*Fresno
*Garzon
*Gigante (3)

NS
5
NS

NS
NS
NS

S
*Guadalupe
S
Guagua (Palermo)
N5
*Guamo
S
*Guayabal
S
*Hato (Tarqui)
NS
*Hobo
NS
*Honda
NS
*Ibeelue
S
Iquira
S
Jaqua
NS
La Plata
*La Union (Tello)
N
*Lerida
5
*Manzanares
*Mariquita
S
Melgar
Mendez
Miraflores (Rovira)S
NS
*Naranjal
(4)
N
*Natagaima
NS
*Neiva
S
*Ortega

NS
*Paicol
Payande
NS
Piedras
*Pital
*Pitalito
*Prado
NS
*purification
5
Retiro (Teruel)
(5) 5
San Agustin
*San Luis
*Santa Ana (Falan) NS
Sta Librada(Suaza) S
Sta Rosa (Suarez) S
*Sta Teresa(Libano)N
Sto Darling° (Casablanca) S
*Soledad (Herbeo)(6)5
*Timana
*Valle
*Venadillo
NS
*Villaviela
S
*Villahermosa
N
*Yaguara

Notes:
(1) The town of Baraya is not listed in the Circular of the ministry of
Hacienda. It is located between la Union and Colcmbia on State route 15.
Manuscri pt oancelation not listed by Wickersham is shown on page 39.
(2) Manuscript cancelation of Elias not listed

by Wickersham is shown on page

39.
(3) The town of Gigante is also spelled Jigante in the Circular.
(4) The town of Naranjal is listed by Wickersham, but is not shown in the
Circular or on the map. Was this town renamed?
(5) Manuscrip t cancelation of San Agustin not listed by Wickersham is shown on
page 39.
(6) Wickersham confused Soledad with the town of the same name in the state of
Bolivar.
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The list includes 66 town names, counting Naranjal which is not shown on the
map. The map shows a number of additional towns which are not located on the postal
routes. No manuscript cancelations have been reported from any of these towns
except Baraya, which is in fact located on the state postal route, but not named in
the Circular. State manuscript markings have now been reported for 49 of these
towns, leaving a possible 17 still to be discovered. Markings have been reported
for all towns located on the national routes in 1880 except is Plata and Piedras.
Presumably these markings exist both from state routes predating the postal
agreement and on mail between these towns and towns served only by state routes.
Wickersham also lists the towns for which manuscript markings have been found
on national stamps. Mese include all of the towns located on national routes in
1880 (marked N on the list) with the exception of carnicerias and Hobo. In addition
Wickersham listed manuscript markings on national stamps from Hato, Prado, and
Venadillo. Shown on page 39 are additional manuscript markings from Elias, Paicol
and Timana on national stam ps. Wickersham also reported a handstamped marking from
Altamira on a national stamp. There are several possible explanations for these
markings. They may have been applied at a later date when the town was on a
national route or when national stamps were used to pay postage on a foreign letter
after Colombia joined the U.P.U.; national stamps may have been used on letters from
government or military officials stationed in the town and accepted and carried by
the state post; or the markings may he fraudulent.
Members are encouraged to send additional information and photocopies of
unreported manuscript markings to update these listings. Editor's Note: See
following article.
References:

Wickersham, Cornelious W. "Colombia, Manuscript Cancelations", The Collectors
Club Philatelist XI:2, pp. 77-84 and XI:3, pp. 149-154.

HELP! AYUDAME!

by Howard Frame
Since I published an illustrated catalog of the manuscript cancels of Mexico,
I have been collecting material for a guide to Colombian manuscript (m/s) cancels.
Collectors of nineteenth centruy Colanbia know that this is an extensive project, so
big that I decided to take a small bite first. I'll begin with the m/s cancels of
Tolima, state and national. If you think that the study which I intend to publish
will be a useful guide to collectors and you have m/s cancels on stamps of Tolima,
you must help.
I need photocopies of cancels on state or national stamps, except mute cancels
(crosses, flourishes, etc.) An easy inexpensive way to duplicate them is to
assemble the stamps in a stock card with transparent plastic sleeves. If possible
use a good photocopier.
If you know the place of origin of the cancel, please note it. If it's an
abbreviation or seams illegible, please send a photocopy. I will also include m/s
cancels of different periods, so send copies of representative cancels.
Look through your collection for Tolima manuscript cancels and send than to
me, Howard Frame, Star Route 55, Chatham, N.Y. 12037.
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MORE ABOUT THE PANAMA-DAVID FIRST FLIGHT
A first flight cover flown from Colon to David was illustrated in the previous
issue of COPACARTA. Thru the courtesy of L. P. Entwistle a cover flown from Panama
to David on the same flight is illustrated below. Note the following:
1. The cover is signed by the pilot of the first flight and the Director of

Correos y Telegrafos,
2. There are three Panama-Chiriqui cachet markings -- two on the
each in magenta and bluish blank, and one on the reverse in dull blue.

front, one

3. There are three Chiriqui-Panama cachets - again two on the front, one in
black and one in blue, and one on the reverse in blue. Note that the AAMC lists
only dull blue as the color for this cachet.
4. The front is
in David.

mailed

"INTRODUCIDA TARDE" in blue similar to the color used

5. It is postmarked Panama•May 22, 1929 with killer 5 and on the reverse
Panama May 27, 1922 with killer 6. Both are in black,
6. The David marking is May 23, 1929 in blue.
7. The Grace Line corner card is in blue and red.

PTOL,t5ia

*Ai,. ftok•
CiikRiQU I - PANA *4
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TOLIMA: THE 5 CENTAVO CUBIERTA FANTASY
by Walter Blell
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 1 illustrates a 5 centavo cubierta which would appear to have been
issued by Tolima in the 1870's. In fact, it has been recognized as a total fantasy
for over 100 years. Collin & Calman in "A Cataloge for Advanced Collectors"
illustrated this it and described it as follows: "This cut represents a third
humbug probably originating from the same source as the preceeding. .(See Figure 2).
It is totally unknown in Tolima. The collectors there being unanimous in denying
that it was issued there. If the signatures found on the cancelled copies of this
cubierta (figure 3) are =pared with those on the large iubiertas of 1879 the sane
signatures will be found, but in different handwritings".

Collin and Calman attributed the items in Figure 2 to a "certain Boston
party". The Party referred to is generally assumed to be S. Allen Taylor who was
active in Boston in the late 1870's. Thus , this cubierta is usually categorized as
an S. Allen Taylor fantasy,_even_though there is no definite proof.
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Figure 3
This "humbug" must have been very popular in its time. It was even reprinted
and distributed as a facsimile in spite of the warning that appeared in what was one
of the popular catalogs of the period. I have been able to collect several types of
this item as follows:
1. Orange brown on white wove paper. 96.6 x 55.1 mm. (Also found with
unintelligible postmark, possibly purificacion. (Figure 4)
2. Orange brown on very white paper, 1/2 mm. larger
Postmarked, ossibly purificacion.
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Eluwu on white laid paper. Postmark unintelligible.

4. Brown on different white paper, overprinted FACSIMILE. Printed by
Cerbruder Senf, -Leipzig as a gift to clients as a space filler. (Figure 5).
5. Sdme as #4, but overprinted at bottom, KUNST BEITAGF zu SENF'S
ILLUSTRIRTEM BRIENARKEN - JOURNAL No 13, 1888. (Figure 6). KUNST HEITAGE freely
translated is "a freebie".
Since the Collin & Calman explanation of this item was not published until
1890 it is unlikely that Senf had any doubts about it. There was no explanation
about the item when it was distributed as a "freebie". Whatever the rest of the
story is, the item and its facsimiles provide an interesting look at the popularity
of cubiertas in the 19th century and the cleverness of philatelic entrepeneurs.
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Rome was the site of this recent international exhibition in Italy. On
display were eight collections of Colanbia and one of Panama. There was a
collection of pre-philatelic markings of New Granada. In addition, a collection of
Swiss airmail included one frame of Swiss SCADTA stamps and covers. This brief
report on the show cannot, of course, do justice to the many interesting and unusual
items shown. Only Argentina was as well represented as Colombia in Latin American
material on display.
The FIP Championship class included Alex Rendon's collection of the "Campania
Colombian de Navegacion Aerea". Among the many notable items in the exhibit were
the unique cover with a Scott C8a, the only known set of twenty unoverprinted
Curtiss lables, and four Cli covers, used March 6, March 11 and two on July 20,
1920. Also in the Championship Class was JUan Santa Maria's "Colombia 1859-1870 Selected Pages from a Collection of Early Issues of Colombia", with block,
varieties, errors, cancelations and covers as well as some pre-philatelic material.
Among the interesting items in this exhibit were a pair of the 2 1/2 centavo 1869 on
cover, a cover with a quadrisect of the 20 centavo of 1868, and a block of 60 of the
1 peso of 1859. The Jury Collections included Brigitte Kaplan's "Study of the First
Issues of Colanbia with Covers, Varieties and Tete-leeches." Noted in the collection
were a strip of seven with the 50 centavo error frcm 1863, and a cover showing
proper use of the 1865 Sobreporte issue, one of two known.
In the competitive class Alex Rendon showed "Colombia, 1868-1881". The
exhibit which received a small gold, is a plating study of the 1868 issues and a
postal history of the period. Of note is a Cover of the 5 centavo 1881 UPU stamp
used on the first day of issue. Deborah Friedman showed "Colombia Air Post"
receiving a large vermeil. The collection focuses on the development of SCADTA and
includes a cover showing a 30 centavo on 20 centavo unrecorded 1921 surchage on the
50 centavo 1920 issue, the 30 centavo on 10 centavo and 50 centavo on 10 centavo
double surcharges also on the 50 centavo and the only recorded cover showing the
double secret dot on the 30 centavo 1923 issue.
Giovanni Rape showed "Colombia and its De partments, Postal Stationery and
Special Services according to Higgins & Gage." The exhibit included a sheet of 6 of
the 1884 cubierta, watermarked E. U. de Cundinamarca and a used SCADTA air letter
card in addition to a good showing of telegraph cards. The exhibit received a
vermeil. A large gold was given to Juan Santa Maria for his "Colombia, the
Cancelations of the Sovereign State of kntioquia 1886 - 1903. This was a study of
the issues and varieties including covers and cancels. Plipe Toro received a large
vermeil for "Colambia Classics 1859-1868" and the same award was given to Matuja
Arias Kobylanski for "Panama, the Classics, a Specialized Collection". A small gold
was given to a postal history exhibit by Carmen De Camino, "Colonial postmarks of
NEW Granada". The exhibit included pre-philatelic markings of Santa Fe as well as
Quito and Caracas.
The exhibit of Swiss Airmails shown by Roland Kohl was notable for its
inclusion of one frame of SCADTA. This large gold exhibit reflects the interest in
Europe of collecting SCADTA's consular issues as part of country collections. Of
note was a double rate cover with handstamoed S on two 30 centavos green of 1921.
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MORE ABOUT THE PROVISIONAL RED CROSS STAMPS OF COLCMBIA

EDITOR'S NOTE: As a result of the reprint of the article by Larry Crain in
the previous issue of COPACARTA letters were received from Alan Anyon inclosing a
copy of his article in the Cinderella Philatelist of January 1976 and from Alvaro
Barriga inclosing several clippings from his oolumn, "Filatelia al Dia" which
appeared in the newspaper, El Tienpo, of Bogota in the autumn of last year. Using
these as source material, I have prepared the following which amplifies the material
previously published.
As noted by Barriga, these issues involve a history of "passion", forgotten
issues, improvised stamps, "borrowed" copies which were initially made for another
purpose, long years of silence between issues, bastard stamps; in summary, a bit of
everything.

The two decrees authorizing the issues appeared during the presidency of Dr.
Enrique playa Herrera. Decree 970 of 20 may 1933 specified Red Cross Week as the
week of 22-28 May 1933. However, Decree 1008 of 27 May 1933 which extended the
provisions of the first decree to Medellin and Buenaventura specified 29 May - 3
June as Red Cross week in those cities. Is it possible that Bogota has its own
separate Red Cross week? In any case, both decrees left the postal authorities with
only two days for implementation.
In view of the short notice, both in Bogota and Medellin, seals of the
Colombian Antituberculosis League were used to prepare the Red Cross Stamps. In
Bogota the surcharge was the numeral "5" in red 14mm. in height (Figure 1), while in
Medellin the inscription was in four lines reading "CRUZ ROJA/SELLO ADICIONAL/VALOR
$0.05/MEDELLIN 1933" (Figure 3). The sheet consisted of eleven rows of four stamps,
perforated 11, and all sheet edges were imperforate. This surcharge exists in red,
blue and violet inks. Medellin also used red-edged octagonal labels which in that
era could be bought in any stationery store and were used to mark the covers of
books. These were inscribed "CRUZ ROJA/SELLO ADICIONAL/MEDELL/N/1933" (Figure 2),
the wording again found in red, blue and violet inks. The value was omitted,
presumably for lack of space. The quantities issued were very limited. Barriga
notes 1679 copies for Bogota and 2631 and 491 respectively for the two types from
Medellin.
One year later on 9 May 1934, Decree 990 (Diario Oficial No. 22,594 of 26 May
1934), authorized a further stamp issue for that year's Red Cross Week in those
localities in which it was celebrated (not mentioned in the Decree). In spite of
the fact that a year had passed since the original authorization of the Red Cross
Stamp, nothing had been prepared and the authorities again had to resort to
surcharging the stamps of the Colombia Antituberculosis League. This time three
different "5" figures were used (Figures 4-6), none the same as the 1933 surcharge.
After the first issues of 1933 and 1934, hastily improvised, a new decree was
issued aslling for preparation of a new stamp. The date of the decree was 30 April
1935 and the stamp known as Scott RA1 (Barriga 539) appeared on 27 May 1935.
Curiously there were two discrepancies in the decree. First, the decree authorized
the printing of 200,000 stamps, but 250,000 were actually printed. Second, the
decree specified that the stamps had to be used during the designated National Red
Cross week. The probability is that actually they were used for a much longer time,
since mint copies of this issue are much scarcer than used. It is unbelievable that
more than 200,000 copies of the stamp could have been used in only six or seven
days.
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The Columbian Antituterculos stamp was again surcharged seventeen years later
reappearing on 25 May 1950. The words "Lucha Antituberculosa" were blocked out in
blue and the year 1950 and a small value "5" were added (Figure 7). Too types of
this surcharge are know, one in deep blue and the second in ultramarine. Surcharge
errors of "195 ", "0", "1" and "50" instead of 1950 exist and the stamp is known
imperforate. The relative distance between "1950" and the "5" seems constant
horizontally, but not vertically. The distance between the upright solid blue
column and the "5" varies between 12 1/2 mm. and 16 mm.
In 1958 another provisional surcharge was used for the Red Cross. The wording
is "COBRESE $0.10 por concepto/de Cruz Rota Nacional". It has been seen on a strip
of three of the 1957 Matias Delagado 2 centavos brown-lake stamps postmarked 1 June,
1958. The surcharge was applied by rubber stamp. Alan Anyon writes that this is
the only case known to him where the tax collected for the Red Cross was more than 5
centavos,
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THE MARKET REPORT

In the last issue we reviewed price changes in the 1986 Ddition of the Scott
Postage Stanp Catalog for Colombia. The values for most pre-1940 issues of Panama.
were also increased. In addition Panama was spared from the general downward
revision in the values of post-1940 Latin American mint sets. The trends in some
selected issues are shown below:
Scott No.

I231878 Issue Mint
15-21 1892-6 Issue Mint
51-64 1903 Overprints Mint
151-7 1903-4 First Bocas Issue Used
204-12,14-6,18-9 1915-20 Issue Mint
204-12,14-6,18-9 1915-20 Issue Mint
220-31 1921 Centenary Issue Mint
278-97 1936 Pictorials & UPU Mint
El-E4 Special Delivery Stamps Mint
Fl-F5 Registration Mint

1983
85.00
7.55
75.70
270.00
91.50
50.80
51.15
60.00

1984
145.00
10.20
102.75
309.50
120.65
62.80
49.75
87.60
17.25
84.00

1985
145.00
10.20
102.75
332.50
130.15
58.70
57.75
87.60
20.50
96.50

1986
175.00
11.90
129.30
332.50
147.65
58.70
63.55
87.60
22.50
96.50

Continuing the canments on availability which appeared in the previous issue,
the stamps of Panama are examined below. Remember that there are many circumstances
which can affect the stock of a single dealer, but when an identical situation
exists with a number of dealers, it strongly supports catalog price adjustments.
Dealer members are invited to submit their lists or comments. The following list of
Panama from Filatelia Panamerica, numbers are from the 1986 Scott catalog:
(1). Stamps cataloging $5.00 and less which are out of stock mint and used:
25-26, 51-55, 58-9, 61, 65, 69, 101-5, 380, 409, 518, 520-5, C72, C368-9, 0379, F12,
and H10. All of these items apo.=sar frequently on want lists. The sleeper in the
group may be C72.
(2) Mint stamps issued thru 1975 cataloging $5.00 or less: 17, 24, 27,
135, 205, 209-10, 262, '67, 274-5, 335-6, 486-9, 492-5, 498-9, 503, 504-6, 509,
512-6, C107, C367, C80, C384, C414, C416, 31-2, RA19-20, RA30, RA63-7, and RA75-85.
The Latte: postal tax set and the 1969-70 pictorial set, Scott 504-516 seem to be a
real sleeper. I have seen no wholesale offers in eight years and the sets are of
interest to several types of thematic collectors.
(3) The list of used stamps is surorisingly long, too long to publish. It
includes 20 regular issues before 1906, 54 between 1906-1945 including the complete
Bolivar set (Scott 244-54), and 25 between 1946-1975. There are 75 airmail issues,
including the entire Cathedral set (Scott C300-21), and 20 back of the book
stamps. Including the 32 listed in paragraph (1) this makes a total of 226 used
stamps. This is in spite of serious attempts to purchase used Panama collections or
dealer's stocks. Most purchases are one of a kind and demand is so strong that the
stamp s purchased are soon sold. Many of these items are missing in even the most
complete collection purchases.
I see strong evidence to support significant increases in the most of the
provisional issues of 1903-6, both mint and used and in the used values of most of
the pre-1945 issues to a level equal or closer to the mint values. The Cathedral
set is still undervalued mint and the used set should be at least equal to the mint.
The Panama Exposition set and the high values issued later have strong thematic
demand from thematic collectors of ships and are popular with Canal Zone collectors
because of their subject matter.
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SPACE FILLERS
by Jim Cross

Fran time to time the collector of manuscript cancelations of Colanbia is the
puzzled by an ornate and unfamiliar style of handwriting, especially the
flourishes of the Capital letters. Fbr a long time I had an unidentified item in
my Tolima markings. It Looked Like "Hondillo". I spent much time searching the map
for such a town, thinking perhaps it was near Honda. while working on this issue I
finally decided in fact that it was Venadillo in sp ite of what looked like an
unmistakeable capital "H". Mamber, Howard Frcme has offered to compile
the manuscript cancelations for publication. All members are urged to assist him
with this project,
Nine pages in this issue are devoted to material concerning Klima. I
would Like to publish similar material on the postal services of other states.
Members are invited to supply source documents to be included in these
articles.
The entire world was appalled by the recent tragic volcanic eruption in
Colombia. I am sure most of us followed the news and our prayers accanpanied
the rescue efforts which were able to save at least a few of those trapped in
the mud slides. Our sympathies go out to the survivors and the relatives of
the victims. Meanwhile, our curiosity as philatelists is aroused. We would
welcome a report on the effects of the eruption on the postal service. Was
there any damaged mail and were any special markings applied to it?
Remember that the deadline for the next issue is 1 April. I plan to
prepare the issue early in April in order to free my desk before leaving for
AMERIPEx.
work is preceding on our slide show, "Colombia, Land of Philatelic
ocoortunity." 4 first draft of the text has been reviewed by members of the
Board of Editors. We plan to have 60 slides, selected to illustrate all of
the facets of Colombian philately. When completed, we will make a copy
available to the A.P.S. for its Chapter Slide Program. Cie copy will be
available to be shown to the public at stamp shows in conjunction with our
annual or regional meetings, and will be available for use of members at
nominal cost for postage and handling. Cur thanks to Bill Sauber who
furnished 10 slides for the program.
I am happy to add Walter Blell and Alvaro Barriga to the list of members
who have supplied material for publication in COPACARTA. Articles by Bill
Sauber and Denwood Kelly, a non-menber who is a leading specialist in local
posts and Cinderella material, are in the works for a future issue.
CLASSIFIED
AD RATES: Classified per line.
Business cards.

Cue Insertion $ .50 Four Insertions $1.50.
One Insertion $1,50 Four Insertions $5.00.

BUYING: Large collections and higher value singles and sets. Harry Matasar, Box
(Iv-1)
3022, Munster IN 46321.
WANTED: Used Panama & Colombia 1886-1904 with legible dated postmarks. I purchase
or will swap for other used copies. Jim Cross, Box 2245, El Cajon CA 92021 (III-II)
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COPAPHIL at AMERIPEX

Special Events
Annual Meeting: Sun, May 25, 1:00-2:45 Hyatt Regency O'Hare,
Northwest Orient Room
Meeting and Program: Fri, May 30, 1:00-2:45 Hyatt Regency
American Room

O'Hare;

"An Overview of the Philately of Colombia & Panama", Alex Rendon, speaker
1) Sunday, May 25, 4:30-5:30 P.M., O'Hare Convention Center.
2) Thursday, May 29, 1986, 1:30-2:30 P.M., O'Hare Convention Center.
"Air Posts of Colombia", Deborah Friedman, s peaker.
1) Tuesday, May 27, 10:30-11:30 A.M.(NOTE NEW TIME), O'Hare convention Center
2) Saturday, May 31, 3:00-4:00 P.M., O'Hare Convention Center.
PLEASE REGISTER AT OUR COPAPHIL LOUNGE, BOOTH 23
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We received from the A.P.S. a list of their members who showed Colombia and
Panama as fields of interest. Early in February we mailed invitations to join
COPAPHIL to those on the list who were not already members. The response was very
good as can be seen by the long list of new members below,
New
129
143
136
137
135
134
132
146
130
131
133
128
144
145

Members (thru 1 April)
Adams, Kenneth H
4319 Foothill Way
Pittsburg CA
Chambonnet, Carlos A Apartado 6359
Panama
Fitzgerald, James A Rt 5 Box 120D
Hendersonville NC
Gafill, David D
1734 Dell Cove Dr. Fort Wayne IN
Goyette, Manuel E
Box 300
Woodbourne NY
Hirtle, Rev. Ralph E 44 Boanza Dr
Concord NH
Knuff, Robert J
(Address unlisted)
Box 37301-PAC 0137 Washington D.C.
Lopp, George W.
Lovell, A.H.
3000 Feddes Ave.
Ann Arbor MI
2305 Don Patricio DrTallahassee FL
Pates, Anne L.
Thompson, John Q
1958 River Rd
Jacksonville Fl
Venegas, Luis M
3908 Gumwood Dr W. Jacksonville FL
Wolfhagen, Carl
324 18th Ave. S.E. Olympia WN
Apartado 1097
Yee, Ricardo A.
Colon

USA
94565
5
Panama
28739
USA
46804
USA
12788
USA
03301
USA
USA
20521
USA
48104
USA
USA
32304
32207 Colombia
USA
32211
98501
USA
Panama

Mr. Adams collects Colombia Postmarks to 1900. Mr. Gafill collects Air Post
and semi-official Air Posts. Mr. Goyette is a stamp dealer DBA M.E.G. Philatelics.
Rev. Hirtle, Mr. Lopp and Ms. Pates collect Panama and Canal Zone. Mr. Knuff
collects mint Panama and Colombia. Mr. Thompson collects the Andean republics and
specializes in SCADTA. Sr. Venegas collects Colombia, South America and Spain. Sr.
Chambonnet collects Colombia, Panama, CZ, US, UN, Spain, Canada & Lions
International. Sr. Yee collects Panama and Colomba.
Our membership and fiscal year ends on 30 June 1986. First dues notices for
next year are being mailed with this copy of the loarnal. Please take the time now
to send in your renewal or bring it to our booth at AMERIPEX.
We now have 128 members. Largest concentrations are 28 in western U.S. (most
in California); 22 in the Northeast including 2 in Toronto, Canada; 26 in Latin
America; 19 in the Middle West and 19 in the Southeast, chiefly in Florida. Others
include 7 in Europe and 5 in Texas (west or middle west?). The first five groups
now seem large enough to hold regional meetings. At our meeting at AMERIPEX we will
consider whether to hold a general meeting in alternate years and regional meetings
in the others. We welcare volunteers to arrange the regional meetings.
Work is proceeding on our slide show. Hopefully, it will be ready for a
preview at AMERIPEX, even though additional work may still be needed. We can use
two colored slides of pre-stamp covers, one of straight line markings from the
colonial period and one from the Nueva Granada period preferably showing Franca,
Debe and De Officio markings from the same town. The show text has also been edited
for an article, "Colombia, the Land of Philatelic Opportunity" which will appear in
a future edition of the American Philatelist. The article gives an overview of
Colombian philately with special emphasis on its unique aspects and opportunities
for original research. This article should serve to attract additional new
members.
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I am pleased to welcuite so many new memhPrs to COAPHIL this month. We have
experienced a remarkable growth in less than three years of existence. I hope more
of you will take an active role in COPAPRIL, be it as an author, a speaker at a
meeting, or a volunteer for one of the many tasks that are essential to the success
of any philatelic group. For example, we are in need of someone to serve as
Librarian. Anyone who is interested should contact me. Consider exhibiting a part
of your collection --- at many shows yours will be the first Colombia or Panama
exhibit ever presented.
COPAPHIL will be much in evidence at AMERIPEX where we will share Booth 23
with the Cuban Philatelic Society. A schedule of events is shown on the front
cover. We are also trying to arrange aDutch treat dinner for members, tentatively
scheduled for the evening of May 25. If there is sufficient interest a second
evening get-together can be arranged. Details will be available at our lounge so be
sure to stop by as soon as you can. If you won't be arriving until the 24th or
25th, but wish to attend the dinner, please let me know.
I have heard from a number of members who have offered to help out at our
lounge, but more volunteers are needed. If you can help, even for an hour or two,
please send me a note indicating the date(s) and time(s) you could work. The show
will be open from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M., May 22 - June 1. It would be helpful if you
would indicate where you will be staying during the show. AMERIPEX will provide a
daily pass for each worker for each day working and booth workers will be admitted
up to one hour early. However, neither of these fringe benefits can be offered
unless you make a commitment to work in time for me to notify AMERIPEX officials.
If you have not yet made a decision to visit AMERIPEX, there is still time
to make plans. Reports of collections accepted for the exhibition indicate that
Colamt.La and Panama will be well represented. From Colombia, there will be at least
six exhibits, including four collections of Classic Colombia, one of which is in the
Championshio class, one of SCADTA and one of Antioquia. Other exhibits will include
a Championship Class display of the Campania Columbiana de Navegacion Aerea, another
of Colanbia Air Post and a specialized collection of SCADTA's consular overprints
from Panama. Included in a collection of Canada Air Mail will be one frame of
Canadian SCADTA material.
I have been unable to obtain a list of accepted Panama exhibits since the
AMERIPEX Lvmputer cannot retrieve exhibits from a particular country. However, I am
sure that this country will also be well represented. We will have a complete list
of Colanbia and Panama material at our lounge, including material contained in
exhibits of other countries which you might otherwise overlook. Many of these
collections are rarely, if ever, shown in the U.S. so this is an opportunity not to
be missed. Many of the owners of the collections will be in attendance and we will
try to arrange guided tours for those who are interested. Information will be
available at our lounge.
I look forward to meeting many of you in Chicago.
Debby Friedman
10 Reddy Lane
Loudonville NY 12211
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The Panama 1923 Tao Centesimos Surcharge
by J. W. Sauter

In 1923, the Republic of Panama surcharged the 2 1/2 centesimos scarlet and
black stamp of 1915 (Scott 208) for use as a 2 centesimo stamp (Scott 233). The
overprint is in two lines, the upper line containing only the date 1923 offset to
the left, and the lower line 2 CENTESIMOS 2 in black letters. The basic stamp was
printed by the American Bank Note Company in sheets of 100 (10x10). The
overprinting was performed in Panama using a single 100 unit type-set plate.
According to a contemporary account in Scott's Monthly Journal (SMJ), Vol. 4,
October 1923, pp. 158-9, the first sheets overprinted contained a number of errors,
most of then in the 1923 date. However, the listing does not inclnar , all varieties
now known. SMJ goes on to speculate that either sane of the date numerals were not
locked firmly into place or else there was some philatelically-inspired typesetting,
and concludes with the information that after about 100 sheets had been printed, the
errors were noticed and corrected. It was stated that there would be a total of
200,000 copies of this provisidnal stamp.
It is now understood that there were four states of deterioration of the
original overprinting plate, which I call the first setting. Then it appears that
rather than simply correcting the errors, the printers made a new overprinting
plate, which I call the second setting. 'These two settings will be examined in
detail.
FIRST SETTING. The principal distinguishing feature is the length of the
lower line of the overprint (2 CENTESIMOS 2) which is 32 1/4 to 32 1/2 mm., exce pt
for three positions which are noted below. Also, the ink is a glossy black. The
most notable position varieties are:
Positior 3
Position 18
Position 20
Position 30
Position 31
Position 45
Position 48
Position 57
Position 63
Position 64
Position 68
Position 73
Position 79
Position 82

Small rectangular period after centesimos.
No date, lower line 33 mm. long.
Thin vertical line after date.
Bar .71mn. thick over CENTESIMOS & vertical line after date.
Irregular line over CENTESIMOS.
Cate 1932.
Lower line 33mm. long.
Date 3.
No date.
Date 23.
Date 23 (state 3); date 3 (state 4).
Date 192 (state 1); date 1 2 (states 2-4).
Lower line shifted lmm. to left (N partly under 3).
Laver line 33 mm. long.

There are many minor varieties. The 2s may be even with the bottom of
CENTESIMOS or may be above it. Some numerals of the date appear to be out of
alignment. Sane characters show progressive filling with ink. Such differences
will be left to the plating specialist. There is a small collection of printing
varieties caused by overprint misaliyallent. The width of the overprinting plate is
several millimeters too narrow because sane vertical rows of overprints are closer
together than others. This causes the right 2 of the overprint to be variably
spaced with respect to the left 2 of the stamp next to it. Except for the special
cases of positions 18, 48, 79, and 82, the spacing from 2 to 2 is 3 1/2 to 3 3/4 mm.
between vertical rows 1-2, 5-6, 7-8 and 9-10. It is 4 1/2 mm. for the other five
rows
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If the spacing had been 4 1/2 mm. for all rows, there would not be the shift that is
seen of overprints displaced to the left, along the right side of the sheet. If the
displacement is enough, the stamps of vertical raw 10 have CENTESIMOS 2 only, and
the stamps of vertical row 9 have CENTESIMOS 2 2.
The article in SMJ reports one sheet with the overprints applied at an angle
such that several stmnos at the top of the sheet did not receive the overprint.
There are four vertical pairs, one stamp with and one stamp without the overprint.
There are stamps with only frannents of overprints, and there must be stamps ;with 2
CENTESIMOS 2 above and 1923 below, although they have not been reported.
Double overprints with the dates barely touching have been seen fran the first
setting, but it is not known fran which state of the plate. Inverted overprints
fran the first setting have not been seen.
SECOND SETTING. At sane point, after about 100 sheets had been printed if one
believes the SMJ report, but perhaps after a much larger figure judging by the
number of errors available, it is reported that the printer corrected the errors.
If this were done just by restoring the missing numbers to the dates, such sheets
with perfect dates plus the other characteristics of the first printing should be
available. This is not the case. Instead, the evidence indicates that the printer
started over again and prepared a cuipletely new overprinting plate.
A complete sheet of this second setting has not been seen, but many large
multiples have been seen including positions where errors existed in the first
setting. It is with a reasonable degree of confidence that the following
generalizations about the second setting can be made.
The principal distinguishing feature is the length of the 2 CENTESIMOS 2,
measuring a reduced 31 to 31 3/4 mm. This is less than any position of the first
setting. Also, the ink is a dull gray-black. None of the varieties recorded above
for the first setting has been seen with these features. The only error that has
been seen is in position 41, where the date is 1928, but the possibility exists that
the 8 was converted fran a 3 Li hand.
TWo different double overprints fran the second setting have been noted. For
one, the overprints are separated by about lmn. For the other, the overprints are
separated by about ann. horizontally, and one is slightly tilted. All stamps seen
with inverted overprints have been from the second setting.
Stamps fran the second setting are scarcer than those of the first. Perhaps a
larger percentage of stamps of the first setting were saved by collectors, and the
second setting was used for postage. On the other hand, perhaps the figures in the
SMJ article relating to printing quantities are incorrect, and relatively few sheets
of the second setting were printed.
Unused stamps of both settings are rarely seen with gum. Stamps with glassine
paper adhering to the back are cannon and the overprint embossing usually shows
through the glassine. Apparently it was necessary to interleave sheets with
glassine for storage to prevent sticking, and when stamps were overprinted the
glassine was left on.
This article has been prepared from two articles by the author which appeared
in OXCART, the journal of the Society of Costa Rica collectors, in 1980-1, and is
presented here with the original illustrations with the guide permission of the
editor of OXCART. Photographs z-re by Adrien Boutrelle.
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THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA, 1886
By Jim Cross

kMERIPEX honors the 100th anniversary of the American Philatelic So c iety. The
participation of COPAPHIL in AMERIPEX should remind us of the important events in
Colanbia and Panama of that era.
The Constitution of 1863, drawn up at Rionegro, had established the United
States of Colombia as a confederation of sovereign states. The history of the
country under that constitution was similar to that of the USA during the period of
the Articles of Confederation. By 1880 many people, including a number of members
of the Liberal party which was the author of the 1863 constitution, saw the need for
constitutional reform. In 1880 Dr. Rafael Nunez, a Liberal, was elected president
on a reform platform. However, the 1863 constitution was difficult to amend and his
term expired in 1882 without major results. He was elected again in 1884 and
announced his intention of replacing the confederation with a unitary system.
Civil war began in the state of Santander late in 1884. It quickly spread to
Guaduas in Cundinamarca from which a party led by Ricardo Gaitan Obeso captured
Honda, Taking possession of a number of riverboats in this port they soon were in
control of the entire lower Magdalena River valley including Barranquilla, and laid
siege to Cartagena. Uprisings also occured in most of the other states, but these
were generally unsuccessful.
The President of the State of Panama, Ramon Santodcmingo Vila, resigned in
order to take charge of the defense of Cartagena, leaving control to the
vice-president, One month later in March 1885 rebels under the leadership of a
former president of the state, General Rafael Aizpuru, attacked the city of Panama.
When the trams in Colon were called to help defend the city, rebels under the
leadership of Pedro Prestan seized Colon. Troops under General Ulloa returned to
Colon and retook the city. Shortly thereafter, on 31 march 1885, fire broke out in
Colon and ecupletely destroyed the city, leaving only seven houses standing and
15,000 homeless.
Meanwhile, General Aizpuru succeeded in taking control in Panama and U.S.
Marines landed in both cities in order to maintain order and protect the railroad as
authorized by the Treaty of 1846. General Ulloa established a military commission
to try the persons responsible for the fire. Three individuals: Prestan; a Haitian
named Antonio Petricelli or Pautricelli; and a Jamaican named Jorge Davis, but known
as Cocobolo, were found guilty. The last two were quickly captured and hanged. The
hanging was accomplished by building a framework over the railroad tracks and
putting the convicted men on a flatcar. The rope was affixed and then the car was
pushed away. Prestan escaped to Cartagena and was not captured until several months
later. He was evecuted on 18 August 1885.
400 government troops under General Rafael Reyes, after a difficult sea
passage from Buenaventura, in which they survived the last two days without water,
arrived in Panama. After some delicate negotiations with the ceenander of the U.S.
marines who at first could not believe this disheveled group really was not pirates
or rebels, they were allowed to land and the rebellion in Panama ended.
Following an unsuccessful rebel assault on Cartagena on the 7th and 8th of
May, 1885 and a Pyrrhic rebel naval victory at is Humareda on 17 JUne 1885, the
civil war ended throughout Colombia. President Nunez announced that the
Constitution of 1863 had ceased to exist and began the reorganization of the country
as a unitary Republic. (TO BE CONTINUED IN TIE NEXT ISSUE)
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mt. POSTAL MARKINGS OF PANAMA, 1878-1906 (Continued)
by Lawson P. Entwistle and Dr. Ernesto Arosemena N.

The present installment canpletes the postal markings reported to date fran

Colon and Panama, includes two British Packet Agency cancellations, and
markings for Bocas del Toro and David. A future installment will treat the
remaining smaller offices. The continuing assistance of members is greatly
appreciated and only with this help can we approach cuRpletion in illustrating the
postal markings used during the subject
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MANUSCRIPT CANCEIS OF TOLIMA
by Jim Cross
Unfortunately I was unable to complete the article on this subject in the last
edition of COPACARTA due to lack of space. My copy of the Mainsheet article was
temporarily on loan and I could not include the references to it.
The Mainsheet article by Herbert Strauss updated the original listing
published by Charles Jewell. Unfortunately, the author did not include material in
Wirkersham's article, although he was aware of it. He also did not include new
information on Anticquia manuscript cancels which was published in Bogota
Filatelico. The article provides the following additional information on Tolima
cancels:
(1) Manuscript cancels on state issues from kgrado, Carmen, Guava,
Iquire, La Plata, Melgar, Miraflores, and Piedras are reported. This reduces the
list of unreported markings from known 1880 post offices to nine. Markings from
Suaza, new name of Santa Librada, and Libano, new name of Santa Teresa, are also
reported.

(2) Manuscript cancels on national issues are reported from Carnicerias
and Hobo completing the list of towns on national routes according to the 1880
circular. Manuscript markings on national stamps are reported fran the following
additional towns on state routes in 1880; Ripe, Baraya, Colombia, Libano, and
Miraflores.
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(3) Manuscript cancels on state stamps are reported from Planadas,
located west of Aipe and Santa Isabel, located southwest of venadillo. Both of
these towns are shown on the map, but were not located along a state route in 1880.
A manuscript marking on a state stamp is reported for Santa Clara which I cannot
locate on either the 1880 map or a current map of Colambia.
(4) Manuscript cancels of Marulandia and Victoria, towns located just
north of the Tolima border and part of Antioguia in 1880 are reported on state
stamps. The author also notes that Manzanares is located in Anticquia. It is
listed in the circular as the terminus of state route (1). (Editor's Note: These
markings are not reported on stamps of Antioguia. Was there a postal agreement or a
de facto arrangment between the two states by which Tolima serviced these border
tawns?)
Strauss continues a scarcity rating system begun by Jewell. The cancelations
are assigned values from 1 to 90 with higher values indicating the less cunigun
markings. Unlike the Lamy system for Peru cancelations there is no suggested method
for using this weighting to price stamps showing the markings.
Additional references:
Jewell, Charles, "The Manuscript Cancellations of Colombia", The London Philatelist,
April 1956.
Strauss, Herbert, "The manuscript Cancellations of Colanbia", The Mainsheet, volume
4, pp. 68-73.

PRICE LISTS, $2.00 AGAINST FIRST ORDER
1, PANAMA, PRE-INDEPENDENCE & BRITISH PO
PANAMA, POST-INDEPENDENCE ORDINARY &
2.
B.O.B., RARITIES-ERRORS-PROOFS-COVERS
3.

4f0

FIL-PANAM
Box 2245
El Cajon, CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA

COLOMBIA WATERLOW FILE SHEET
AND IMPERFORATE PLATE PROOFS
GEORGE MCCARTY D.
APARTADO 6737
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA

Jim & Luz Gross
(819)•561.4959
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S.C.A.D.T.A., THE EVENTS OF CCTOBER 1923
by Alex Rendon

The steamer "Christian Horn" of the Horn Linie left Hamburg on September 1,
1923 and arrived in Puerto Colombia, at that time the port of Barranquilla, during
the first week of October. The cargo it carried included a supply of stamps for use
by ScADTA. when the shipment was received, it was discovered that 16,000 stamps
(640 sheets) of the 30 centavos stamp were missing and it was assumed that these
sheets had been stolen.
Kessler (1), based on a article in the Senf Briefmarken Journal (2), wrote
that "due to the theft of the above mentioned 640 sheets, aggravated by the strike
in the German seaports during the late sumer of 1923, the 30 centavos value ran out
in a short time and provisional issues had to be made."
What really happended in October 1923 was that as soon as the company
discovered the shortage, they moved fast to try and catch what are not called the
"alleged perpetrators". Please bear in mind that there are very few written facts
and no records or reliable recollections of what happened then, but what follows is
in my opinion an accurate reconstruction of those events.
The shipment that came in the "Christian Horn" consisted of 10c, 30c and 60c
stamps. Since the 30c stamp was the one most often used, SCADTA proceeded to recall
all of the 30c stamps in stock at their offices throughout the country. What the
company had in mind was to be able to identify the missing stamps.
Meanwhile, the need for 30c stamps had to he filled. This was the single rate
most used on most of the system. To this end provisional surcharges were made in
Barranquilla.
I) "30

30" on 1923 20c gray

The first surcharge was done on the current 20c gray stamp which was a

supptementary value that could be used with a 30c stamp to pay the double northbound
rata, or a double rate on the Neiva to Girardot line. Tradition has it that 11,000
stamps (440 sheets) were surcharged. The stamp was issued October 12, 1923.
A number of these stamps, estimated at 10% or 1100, were additionally
hand tamped "E.U." in violet and sent to the New York agency for sale there.
This stamp is known used from Barranquilla, Bogota, Honda and Medellin, as
well as from New York with the "E.U." handstmnp.
The surcharge, in deep carmine, is free of errors. Any varieties known are
only of the "E.U." handstamp:
a. Double handstamp. One known, on cover.
b. Inverted handstamp. One used copy known.
c. Handstamped in black. One unused copy known.
The "60 30" Error. This variety, on cover, originally in the D. Cole
collection, is a manufactured error in which the top of the left "3" was erased and
the flag of a "6" painted in. Needless to say, Sanabria, Michel, Temorano, Barriga
and Geiauer/tondono should delete the listing of this error.
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II) "30 Provisional 30" on the 1921 60c.
Supplies of the 30c on 20c did not last and a new surcharge was made on the
60c vermillion of the 1921 issue. The basic stamp had been issued January 4, 1923
and withdrawn fran sale, together with all the other values of the 1921 issue, on
August 15, 1923.
12,500 stamps (500 sheets) were issued October 29, 1923 (not October 30):
This stamp was only used in Colombia, that is, it was not sent to any of the SCADTA
agencies abroad. It is, however, known used to foreign destinations.
Cne cu1p1ete sheet of the "30 Provisional 30" stamp is known. Figure 1 shoos
the characteristics of each of the basic stamps as well as the main data of the
surcharge: whether the zeroes are narrow (N) or wide (W), the overal width of the
30 30" and the distance from the front of the left "3" to the "P" of the
"Provisional". The follaoing pointers should be of help to anyone who wants to
plate this stamp: in the first vertical row the left "0" is narrow and the right
"0" is wide; in the fourth vertical row this order is reversed; in the second, third
and fifth vertical rows both "0"'s are narrow. Once you have checked this, look for
the plating characteristics. Last, check the sizes which sometimes can vary by as
much as hnn. due to paper shrinkage.
Double surchage, one inverted. Four copies are know of this error, three
unused (positions 21, 22 and 24 in the sheet) and one used (position 25 in the
sheet). All four are fran the bottom row and therefore one more (position 23)
should exist.
The "30 Provisional 30" on 60c is known used from Barranquilla, Bogota,
Cartagena, Medellin, Magangue and Manizales.

III) "Post Paids".
Sane offices ran out of stamps and the agent applied the handwritten notation
"Pago $0.30" (Paid 30c) and his signature to the envelope. The Jean Gravelat
collection had two of these covers: one fran Medellin and one fran Puerto Berrio.
IV)

Bisects.

Bisects are know of the 1923 60c paying the 30c rate on a cover fran Bogota to
New York; of the 20c paying the 10c rate from Neiva to Bogota; and two covers are
known fran Ibague with bisects of the 10c and 50c paying the 30c rate to
Barranquilla.
V) Control Dots.
To the best of my knowledge, the first and last indication that something was
amiss was an advertisement (Figure 2), published in EL TIEMPO of Bogota November 24,
1923, in which SCADTA warned the public to buy stamps only from their official
agents or else to run the risk of buying stolen stamps, and adding that the stolen
stamps are easily recognizable by their offices and mail thus franked will be
rejected. It also offers a good reward for information on whoever is selling the
"aforementioned stolen stamps".
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SCADTA ordered the remaining stamps of the shicment that cam in the
"Christian Horn" (10c, 30c, and 60c), as well as the 30c stamps that had been
collected fran their offices to be overprinted with a small "dot" on the face of the
stamp. This overprinting was done by machine, in whole sheets. The color of the
dot is the same as the stamp itself: green on the 10c, blue on the 30c, and brawn on
the 60c. The "dot" varies in size from tiny to small (.5mm.) and is also known
double (including one on cover fran Manizales).
The earliest use of a stamp with the dot known to me is a 10c used in Bogota
on November 19, 1923. By the end of December the 30c began to make its appearance.
The 60c is seldom found used in 1924 (except from Medellin), but mostly in 1925 and
1926.
A listing of all the offices and agencies of SCADTA in 1926 is given below
with an indication of the stamps with the control "dots" that I have been able to
find used from these places:
BARRANCARERMEJA
BARRANQUILLA
BOGOTA
BUCARAMANGA
CALAMAR

10c

CALI

30c
30c
30c
30c

CARTAGENA
CIENAGA
EL BANCO
GAMARRA
GIRARDOT
HONDA
LA CORADA
MAGANGUE
MANIZALFS
MEDELLIN
NEIVA

30c
30c
30c

10c
10c
10c

PUERTO BERRIO
PUERTO WITCHES
SANTA MARTA

60c
60c
60c

60c

30c
30c

60c

30c
30c

60c
60c

30c
30c
30c

60c

30c

The control "dots" are also found on stamps with handstamps of the so-called
Consular overprints. The list that follows has been cutpiled from Kessler and
various auction catalogs as well as fran my own collection.
ARGENTINA-URUGUAY (A-U.) 10c
BRAZIL (Br.)
CUBA (C.)
DENMARK (0)
FRANCE (F.)
GREAT BRITAIN (G.B.)
NETHERLANDS (H)
PANAMA (P)
PERU (Pe)
VENEZUELA (V)
UNITED STATES (E.U.)
10c
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30c
30c
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60c
60c
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What happened to the stolen stamps? Kessler states that "the thieves, fearing
discovery of their stolen stamps, burned them". Glaser (3) claims that "I have been
infouied by Sr. Dr. Ignacio Lopez, one of the former attorneys of the Scadta
=many, that the stolen stamps were recovered and not burned." I don't think that
we will ever know for sure.
I certainly hope these notes will help towards the understanding of the early
history of SCADTA. Contrary to popular belief, during their first years, SCADTA
paid very little attention to its philatelic history. When the company finally
started to provide information about the early issues, that information was for the
most part taken from European Air Mail catalogues, mainly Champion.
Bibliography
1) Kessler, Fred W. "The Air posts of Colombia." 1936.
2) Senf Briefmarken Journal. Nb. 11, June 1932.
3) Glaser, Jacob S. "Secret Dot on the 1923-29 Scadta Air Mails." Collectors Club
Philatelist, Vol. xxxv, No. 1.

Aso rawortante

g
Suplimmos al ptiblico se sirva pra y eerse de las estampillas del
Correo Akec. UNICAMENTE en nuestras Widnes, Agendas y
Expendies oficialmente establecidos por la Empress [en Bogota:
Ofitina del CorreoTeu y Espendio de ltlisael Geita'n, • Patio de
Santo Domingo].
Las personas que compren estampilles aereas de otras procedencias eorreran el riesgo de comprar estampillas robaclas, las que
seran fkiimente identificadss par nuestras Oficinas y Agendas y,
par Canto. rechazadas en nuestro Servicio Postal Aereo.
fgualmente ofrecernos una buena gratificacia, dando 13 reserva
del caso, a b persona que de algtin modo fidedigno nos de noticia
aceria de as que se dediquen a dar a )a yenta las referidas estnmpillas sustraidas.

SCADTA ORCINA DE BOGOTA

Figure 2 - SCADTA Advertisement in El Tiempo of Bogota, November 24, 1923
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8605-1 ALMAGUER PROVISIONALS
Pictured are two 1890 stamps purporting to be provisional stamps of Almaguer.
They are shown on pieces cancelled by an oval Colanbia killer and an oval circular
date stamp of klmaguer dated May 30, 1890. Can any member furnish more information
about these stamps. Is Ahmaguer an actual town in Colembia or is this item a
coaaplete fantasy?
8605-2 LEAGUE OF NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP IN LETICIA
Gebauer mentions 1934 SCADTA flights to Leticia on the Amazon River. The
covers are cacheted Vague of Nations, Leticia Trusteeship (translated loosely).
"SAGO" a pparently flew the route in 1936 and Nvianca at a later date. Can anyone
furnish additional information about this service to Leticia. In what city did the
flights originate? Can anyone furnish information or references concerning the
League of Nations trusteeship, its duration, any changes in boundaries including
jurisdiction over the city of Leticia? Was there any overland mail service to
Leticia?
8605-3 PANAMA TIC CENTAVO PROVISIONAL
Pictured below is a copy of the 4 centavos stamp of the Panama Bolivar
Congress issue surcharged in black with a large numeral 2. Can any member furnish
information about this item, its origin, legitimacy and date of issue? '(We mint
copies of this stamp have been seen.
os
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SPACE FILLERS
by Jim Cross

A large number of new members have joined us during the first quarter of 1986.
I want to extend than a special invitation to contribute material for the journal.
As we continue growing, I hope to became more editor and less author. Spanish
speaking members may submit material in that language if they wish and I will
translate it for publication. If you are not an author, but have a question
concerning the philately of Colombia or Panama, submit it for our PREGUNTAS feature
which is published whenever material is received. If you have L,:tumients concerning
articles published or an idea which is too short for an article, submit it for the
FR THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG column.

I would like to publish material on the new issues of Colombia and
Panama, but so far I have been unable to obtain regular press releases from
the Philatelic Agencies. I would welvome correspondents who could obtain
these for me.
The last installment of the article on early Panama markings will be
included in the next issue. If any new, member would like a copy of the first
installment of that article which appeared in the February 1985 issue, please
let me know. A self-addressed stamped #9 envelope for international reply
coupon) would be appreciated. All new members who collect Panama are urged to
review their material and submit any unreported markings to the authors.
In publishing the last membership roster, I inadvertently included
addresses of several members who asked to have it omitted. To avoid this
mistake in the future, I have added an X to the membership number in the
computer file for those members. Please check your address label to be sure
that it is correct.
I purchased enough of the new stamp collecting stamp booklets to send a
booklet cover (gcod for one admission to AMERIPEX) with the previous issue of
COPACARTA. I find than aamewhat disappointing. The stamps separate so easily
it is difficult to attach an undamaged pane to an envelope. The gum used is
inferior to that usually used on U.S. stamps. Wetting the stamps with a
sponge easily removes so much gum that they do not stick well on the envelope.
CLASSIFIED
AD RATES: Classified per line.
Business cards.

One Insertion $ .50 Four Insertions $1.50.
One Insertion $1.50 Four Insertions $5.00.

BUYING: Large collections and higher value singles and sets. Barry Matasar, Box
3022, Munster IN 46321.
( IV-1)
WANTED: Covers with SCADTA consular frankings. Send xerox copy and price desired
to G. C. Mayer, 462 Auburndale Ave. Akron OH 44313.
(IV-3)
WANTED: Panama including non-Scott stamps of 1963-1970, mint LH or NH, Jim Lewis,
411 Vittorio, Coral Gables FL 33146.
(IV-3)
WANTED: REVENUES, revenue stamped paper and documents with revenues. Latin
America, U.S. and World Wide needed. Ship insured with asking price or for
immediate cash offer. W. G. Kremper, Box 693, Bartow FL 33830.
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